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NAACP’s Emancipation
Proclamation

New Members Named
To The Hospice Board
derman, owner of Lenderman

chairman of WorldBestValue.com, a personal and busi

ST. PETERSBURG Florida NAACP’s grand

& Associates, a firm which

ness leadership company, and

provides consulting services to
for-profit, not-for-profit and

author of World’s Best Value -

dame, matriarch Andora Obi
Nweze clearly drew the road

LARGO-Martha R. Len

Global Competition in the
Information Age, a book about

map and set the route by which

and substance abuse program

personal development and cre
ating world-class organiza

both statewide and by the local
branch. State Conference of

implementation, has been
elected chair of the board of

tions.
•Michael Gaines, presi-

Branches President Nweze’s

directors of The Hospice of the

dent/chief technology officer
of GSL Solutions, Inc. in

governmental oiganizations,
specializing in mental health

Florida Suncoast.
Elected as vice chair was
Rev. Clarence Welch; Patrick

ing in website development,

Barmore was named secretary

networking and multimedia

and Charles W. (Chad) Whet

services.

eloquent keynote address was
delivered before some 500
persons (severely undercount
ed by the daily press) who
packed the sanctuary of Mt
Zion Progressive Baptist
Church in celebration of Presi

•Penny Levin, a former

dent Lincoln’s 1863 signing of

assistant D.A. in Boston and

the Emancipation Proclama

members were elected to the

owner of Equitable Resolu

board. They are:
•Rob Faw, founder and

tions, Inc., a firm devoted to

tion.
Following Nweze, newly

stone was elected as treasurer.
In addition, four new

Martha R. Lenderman

Tampa, a company specializ

NAACP is pledged to follow

L-R: Terry Bradley, Rene Flowers, Darryl Rouson, Andora Obi Nweze

Please see pg. 2

Please see pg. 11
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Sanderlin Center Adopts
Families For Holidays

Gifts Of Love To Haiti

Michael S. Harding

Michael S. Harding
Promoted To Head
Of Operations For
Anheuser-Busch, Inc.
si. LUUis - Michael

s.

Harding has been promoted to
Vice

President-Operations,

Anheuser-Busch, Inc., compa

Sellinger on the Anheuser-

with interests in brewing,
packaging, and family enter
tainment. Its Anheuser-Busch,
Inc., subsidiary is the world’s

Ministry and Marion Manor
Children’s Ministry combined

help with their plight.
This year efforts were

neighbors. “Helping each
other, that’s what it’s all about,”

efforts recently to send “Gifts

directed to gifts of love to

said Sorority member Jackie

of Love” to Haiti.
The Bethlehem Baptist

mothers of the newborns.
Delores Griffin, president and

Gary.
The blankets are now

Association’s Haitian International Ministry held its annual

an enthusiast motivator for the
Delta Sigma Theta Sorority,

enroute to Haiti. They were
loaded on Agape Mission

infants in Petite-Annse Haiti,

from her group. Erma Rush,
president of the women’s asso-

management

responsible for day-to-day op

children and mission workers
packing gifts for our foreign

and wrapped gifts of love for

Inc.,

erations of the company’s

school supplies, children’s
clothing and medications to

came forth with 75 blankets

Busch,

Operations,

Theta, Bethlehem Baptist
Association Haitian Action

“Santa’s Workshop”, collected

Busch, Inc. Harding replaces

committee.
Anheuser-Busch Compa
nies is a diversified corporation

capacity, he is responsible for
all operations matters for

largest brewing organization,

Anheuser-Busch, Inc., the cor
poration’s brewing subsidiary.

leading the U.S. beer industry
for 40 years. Its Budweiser and

A former plant manager of

Bud Light brands are the

the Anheuser-Busch Houston

world’s top-selling beers. Its

brewery, Harding has held

breweries are located in St.

numerous other management

Louis, MO, Los Angeles, CA,

positions at the Newark, Los
Jacksonville

Newark, NJ, Houston, TX,
Columbus, OH, Jacksonville;

Flight at Sarasota, FL. The

breweries. In 1973, he started

FL, Merrimack, NH, Will-

Rehoboth Ministries will dis-

with the company as a produc

iarrisbuig, VA, Fairfield, CA,

pense the blankets as needed to

tion management trainee in St.
Louis.

Collins. CO.

and

Baldwinsville,

NY,

AAMH
Planning
Meeting

can Men’s Health Forum
“Help us to get the word
out”.
The meeting will be held
at Pinellas County Urban
League, 333 31st Street
North, 2nd Floor Board
Room, Thursday, January 11,
2001 at 5pm
Everyone, including wo
men and high school students
are encouraged to attend.

Fort

SAVE
WATER

Any organization or busi-

and the Marion Manor Side-

association about the “Gift of

ness in the community desir-

walk Sunday School (KIDS

Love” project ,and the out-

ing to be a part of this outreach

souri State University (former

Inside This
Edition

dents in their country. Their

Hester Thower
OCALA-The Challenger gent, faithful and charming,
management is extremely She has served the Challenger
happy to acknowledge the tire- readers of Ocala for many

pouring of gifts were most

ministry project please contact

ly Missouri State University),

rewarding.

Mattie Howell at 236-2033 or

and a master’s degree in Busi

Woman's World..................................................... 4

There was a spirit of sharing and caring as each package

“Chip” Vereen Cunningham at
622-7886, coordinators for the

ness Administration from Pep-

Central Florida News............................

perdine University. He has also

Entertainment.................

project

completed four years of post

Classifieds..............................

of blankets were wrapped

A Salute To A
Devoted Carrier

meeting will be held to devel

sionary ministry within the

er and provided some dire
needs of the unfortunate resi-

Please see pg. 5

op plans for the upcoming
2nd Annual African Ameri

Delta Sigma Theta Sorority

The group worked togeth-

Angels do exist in St Pete.

ST. PETERSBURG -

ciation, informed each mis-

Harding received a bache
lor’s degree from Central Mis

And lastly, Mr. Vincent
Fortunado of Central Ave.

An organizational planning

Joining in this activity were the

Church).

mothers.

Angeles

Blume is owner of B.C.H. in
Largo. The dollhouse and

home.
Pictures sav a thousand

nies, Inc., overseeing the cor
poration’s Packaging Division.

It was delightful to see Sorors,

What would the holidays
be like without people such as

thank you enough.
Also, talk about unitv! Mr.

President and CEO, Anheuser-

network of laborers sent shoes,

ily.

North Florida. Harding is a
native of St Louis.

ser-Busch Companies, and

OCALA - Delta Sigma

working single parent. Mr.

said he would do it every year,

President and Group Execu
tive, Anheuser-Busch Compa

twelve breweries. In his new

of the Sanderlin Center’s fam

ilies were adopted.

Pizzeria adopted a family and

utive Vice President, Anheu

brightly and boxed with love.

you once again for being part

homemade cookies from his

Sellinger who becomes Vice

needs are many. Last year, this

bv Florence Williams Ray

ally delivered Christmas to
Ms. Angela Davis, a hard-

wife were a hit at the Davis

Harding will report to

President-Plant

Sanderlin Center does it again
-for the holidays, several fam-

Mrs. Kim and staff, we cannot

Patrick T. Stokes, Senior Exec

most recently served as Vice

words, as you can see. Thank

Fantastic Sam’s on 34th St S.?

ly. Harding succeeds Joseph P.

an of Anheuser-Busch who

Blume and his family person-

graduate study in industrial
technology at the University of

ny officials announced recent

Harding is a 27-year veter

ST. PETERSBURG - The

8&9
13
19

less effort put forth by Mrs. years.
Hester Thower, a Challenger
carrier in Ocala.

Management is pleased to
have Mrs. Thower as a team

Mrs. Thower, a member of member and supporter,
the James Thorne team, is dili-
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elected St. Petersburg branch
President

Darryl

Rouson

brought the audience to its feet
by outlining his administra
tion’s goals and ambitions for
rebuilding the branch to its for
mer status as a vital, activist
organization. Emphasis were
placed upon reciuiting a strong
youth branch and extending
NAACP services to the entire
community. Rouson vowed to
work in harmony with other
local

oiganizations

who’s

agenda’s are taigeted to com
bat the scouige of racism. Pro
tection and maintenance of
civil rights and equal opportu
nity for all have, since its 1909
inception, been NAACP’s pri
mary mission. “It will continue
to be so,” pledged Darryl Rou
son.
St. Petersburg

branch’s

annual Emancipation Procla
mation program included the
official swearing-in of officers
and executive board members
entering their two-year terms.
Highlighting the ceremony
was middle school student,
Kevin Chaney, Master of Cer
emonies, Son of Minister
Joseph Chaney and Carolyn
Chaney.

■EXR«ES«

Donald R. Collins
Financial Advisor

American Express
Financial Advisors Inc.

An AEFA-associated
financial advisor business

Professional Hair Care Products
You Can Find These Products At These Locations:

Carla's Hair Affair
321-6802

. Yogi's Hair Studio
328-1900

Angela's Hair Safari
323-4840
C & C Hair Design
447-3090

Artistic Hair Fashion
321-4840
A-Queen Beauty
Salon
327-5241 j
Robert's Hair Salon
. 866-7070

Creative-N-Style
321-9322
Center Stage Unisex Salon
327-4074
Helen's Beauty Salon
327-5182
i Emerald City
447-4548

3606 Central Ave.
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Off: 727.328.2000
Cell: 727.463.7402

Now Serving Breakfast
Starting Monday, December 4th
@ 6:30 a.m.

Located at
1839 - 34th St. S

Phone:
328-9467
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HUD Files Charges Against A MS Man
As part of an on-going coerced, intimidated, threa-
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Cleveland Johnson
............ Office Manager

Allene Gammage-Ahmed

The Weekly Challenger Office:

2500 M.L. King Jr. (9th) Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
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THE BLACK PRESS believes that America can best lead
the world from racial antagonism when it accords to every
man, regardless of race, creed or color, his human and
legal rights. Hating no man, fearing no man... the Black
Press strives to help every man in the firm belief that all
men are hurt as long as anyone is held back.
MEMBER

Southeast Black
Publishers
Association
Inc.
/

Playing ’ ’The
Nasty Card”
by Murdock "Doc" Gibbs

all- the Keys withdrew their

what was happening," Mrs. color, religion, sex, disabil-

campaign to stamp out tened or interfered with
housing discrimination, the when they are buying or
U.S. Department of Hous- renting a home," Cuomo

responded,

white neighborhood".
purchase offer even though
According to affidavits it meant forfeiting a $500
filed with HUD, Hope deposit. A month later the

"It's an

Keys said. "We were being ity, family status and
threatened and harassed. It national origin. The Act
was a nightmare."
covers the sale, rental, fl

ing and Urban Develop- said, "In the last four years

pointed to his backyard

Keys bought a less desir-

"I felt that if we signed nancing, insuring and ad-

ment recently charged a the number of discriminaBrandon, MS, man with tion enforcement actions

and said, "That's why my able house in a different
dogs were going crazy and neighborhood of Brandon.

the contract to buy that vertising of most of the
house it would have been nation's housing Fair hous-

violating the Fair Housing
Act when he harassed and

we have taken under themy wife had to go calm
Act has more than doubled, them down. They don't like

HUD began to investigate the Keys' and Beard's

threatened

African-

Regardless of where it

blacks either: ..You could-

allegations after receiving

American family, who had

occurs, housing discrimi-

n't find anywhere else to

their complaints earlier in

contracted to buy the house
next to his.

nation will be dealt with
swiftly, and those who file

live? You don't see me
moving to South Jackson...

2000. The Keys' agent has
since corroborated their ac-

ages four and nine.
private fair housing groups
Ordinarily,
housing that receive HUD funds.

HUD Secretary Andrew Cuomo made the an-

complaints will be protected," Cuomo said.

[We] don't want blacks
here. My next door neigh-

count of the incident, as has
an adult daughter of the

discrimination
charges
HUD is currently conheard before an Adminis- ducting a study of racial

an

bor, Who owns a gun shop

the announcement were
U.S. Representative Stephanie Tubbs Jones and the
victims. HUD filed the

pre-settlement
walkthrough inspection of the
house on Daria Street, the
Keys were introduced to

witness reported that Hope he discriminated against or
also told the Keys that he threatened the Keys.
could not guarantee their
HUD filed charges on
children's safety.
behalf of the Keys, who say

ages, injunctive or other patterns of discrimination
equitable relief and attor- nationwide. The results
ney fees. The penalties can will be used to target future
be higher, however, if there enforcement efforts more

charges on behalf of Michael and Pamela Keys, the

neighbor Chris Hope as he
stood in his yard next door,

The Keys have since
told HUD investigators that

are any prior violations of
the law. If either party re-

home

Hope so scared and upset
them that they hurriedly

sales commission was re-

trict court, the federal judge

create "report cards"

seller's real estate agent,

edly asked the Keys why

left the premises before he

duced

can award punitive dam-

measure progress.

Beard and the sellers are

they wanted to live there,

returned. The Keys and

eventually sold for less

white.

When the Keys replied that

lice, and three days later

late night show, when he called for the murder of
Congressman Henry Hyde (R-IL) and his family arid the
house managers of President-Clinton's impeachment?
Black writers cut down George W. Bush's very bright
and capable international affairs: counselor, Condoleezza
Rice - a woman who just happens to be AfricanAmerican. They call her a ''house n—ger," uppity and
bourgeois. Thev sav she is cut out of the same odious fab
ric as Supreme Court Justice Clarence (they add Uncle)
Thomas.
I have watched and heard Vice President Gore's lieu
tenants compare Florida Secretary of State Katherine
Harris to a Russian commissar - a Communist dictator!
Several Gore lawyers also rattled off "talking points" of
personal destruction, saying Harris couldn't be trusted and
she is "a partisan Republican Party hack" and a "crook."
Jesse Jackson insinuated the Bush brothers are racist,

when the house

quests a trial in federal dis-

effectively, direct legislafive action needed to re-

Upon meeting his new

their real estate agent filed

behalf of Beard, whose

and ethnic discrimination

neighbors, Hope purport-

complaints with city po-

Even before the Florida stalemate, who could forget
liberal actor Alec Baldwin's rabid rant on Conan O'Brien's

they were intimidated out
ofbuying the house, and on

trative Law Judge carry a

maximum civil penalty of in housing rental and sales
$11,000 plus actual dam- to better understand the

buyers,

to. be quiet and nice, Hope

from Malcolm X - "by any means necessary."

Hope, however, has denied
to HUD investigators that

and Katherine Beard, the

the neighborhood seemed

offensive," and their mantra appears to be win - quoting

working with HUD and by

in town, feels the same way
I do. I can't believe this!" A

"The Fair Housing Act

attack when they can't defend their ideas honorably, logi
cally and lawfully. Their first line of defense is to "be

Keys two children were

Keys and Beard told

protects people from being

schoolyard bullies of my youth, modern political bullies
forget about fair play, decorum, honesty and civility. They

tors, state and city agencies

HUD investigators than on
April 20, 1999, during a

A grade school teacher once told 'me bullies fight

Watching the tactics and behavior of spin-doctors,
lawyers and other operatives during the recent election
deadlock, I think We've seen bullies in action. Like the

the time of the incident the

ference at HUD headquarters. Also participating in

would-be

couple selling the house,

like signing a death sen- ing investigations are contence," Mr. Keys said. At ducted by HUD investiga-

nouncement at a press con-

because they have a poor vocabulary. She said they
express their anger with their fists - lashing out and hurt
ing people - because they don't know how to express
themselves any other way.

3

ages.

money to another buyer
who was white.
"We couldn't believe

duce discrimination and
to

The results of the first

The Fair Housing Act

phase of the study are

bars housing discrimina-

scheduled for release

tion on the basis of race,

late 2001.

in

This Will Hurt by Kimberley Jane Wilson

aren't applying themselves,

of the most well-to-do

I just finished reading

and those who do pay the

blacks in America, but

the ton walked the hundreds of

kids can

Losing the Race: Self-Sabotage in Black America. I

price of social isolation. I
can't argue with this-not

average SAT score
black students was

for miles from Roanoke to
30 Hampton to attend what is

school. Don't tell me that can turn it around. As
these folksdon't value eduadults, we must step up. We

found it about as enjoyable
as a series of rabies shots.

even half-heartedly. I've
seen too many younger

points lower than the average Hispanic kid's score

now Hampton University,
In the aftermath of the Ci-

There s nothing wrong
with University of Califor-

Cousins and children of ■ and over 200 points lower
friends arrive home in tears than for the average white,

vil War, the average Virginian wasn't exactly oozing

not a long-running black
mindset. I'm not sure when

ty. It's not enough for you
to send your little one to a

nia at Berkeley Linguistics
Professor John McWhor-

or bruised from fighting
because they were accused

with love and sympathy towards blacks like Washing-

it took hold, but we certainly can't blame our grand-

"good" school. You must
get involved in your child's

ters writing. In. fact, his
style is surprisingly witty

of "acting white" by speaking standard English, read-

But the second theme ton—so the trip was not only
of young Professor Me- long and exhausting but

parents and our ancestors
for it. They struggled, and

education. Have you been
to school and spoken to

and accessible for an academic. My problem was
with the substance of the
book's message. Like any
sudden wake up call, Losins the Race will come as a
stiock to many. Quite simply, too many black kids
are not making the grade,
They tend to be the weakest students on college

ing books and getting good
Whorter's book disturbs potentially dangerous.
some of them died, so that your child's teacher yet?
grades.me. It's painful, however,
If anti-intellectualism.
we can enjoy the opportu- Have you volunteered for
Young Professor Me- because it's wrong. He says was an ingrained part of the nities we have now. We any school activity? Do
Whorter notes this is not anti-intellectualism has al- black
culture, Brown v. have no excuses.
you know how much

That's simply an inexcusable shame.

just an inner city problem/ ways -been a part of

pointing out that some of
his worst students came
from middle class and even
affluent black households,
An absolutely disgusting
example came home to the

slave. Booker T. Washing-

the tuition money so their in Losing the Race is dis-

cation!
Anti-intellectualism is

the Boardof Education would

black community's mindset. This is a huge mistake
and will probably mar the
book's credibility. Education was highly prized by
our ancestors. The great

attend private tressing, but I believe we

The big question posed

cannot leave our children's
futures to chance or chari-

homework your child had

not have gone to the U.S. by Loszngr/?eRac?is:lastnightandifitwascomSupreme Court, and the
What do we do now? Some pleted before you let him or
Little Rock Nine never folks have responded with her turn on the TV?
would have faced down the anger. Others will respond
Don't wait until the rehatred and anger of thou- with denial. Not surprisingport cards come out. Desands of whites when they ly, the black media has remand excellence from your

campuses. Thats not only
bad news, it's, terrifying.
The first and most

Yolks of Maryland recently speaker and abolitionist
in a Washington Times arti- Frederick Douglass risked
cle on the SAT scores of both a whipping and his

integrated Little Rock's
Central High School. Today, many working class

painful theme of the book

students in Prince George's

life for learning how to

and poor parents somehow

is that a lot of black kids

County. It is home to some

read when he was still a

manage to scrape together

sponded mostly with silence. But I hope most readers will respond with ac-

child now and keep your
eye on'the teacher.
Black people, our kids

tion.

have a problem. What are

The situation described

we going to do about it?

particularly because of George W.'s stand on hate crimes
legislation and Jeb's opposition to affirmative action setasides.
If liberals don't agree with somebody, they pull out
the Nasty Card. It's like, "Hey, if I call you a name, I don't
have to listen to you." It, in essence, nullifies people
being taken seriously.
The most pathetic part of the whole Block-BushFrom-Winning-At-All-Costs fight has been that nobody
in the Gore organization reins in mouthpieces that spew
out invectives to a willing media. There was hardly a
Word of censure or criticism of such nasty behavior. Bill
Maher, host of Politically Incorrect can tell his audience
that the only people living in Florida are the Cubans, old
people and rednecks. Martin Sheen can call George W. a
"white-knuckled drunk" and an alcoholic because Bush
didn't , commit himself into a treatment center in 1976;
The NAACP can use the James Byrd murder tragedy as a
reason to attack Bush for refusing to sign the hate crimes
bill. On and on it goes, and more of the liberal leaders call
these people to task, to back off or to just shut up.
The liberals refuse to rein in their attack dogs. As the
rap song asks, "Who let the dogs out?" They let the dogs
out, and stand by approvingly as their bully dogs tear at
their opponents.
This constant trail of ruthless rhetoric, hateful hyper
bole and nasty name-calling - when does it end?
When they win, it seems. Or when their opponents
have become so disheartened, discredited and disillu
sioned that they've got no more fight left to defend them
selves. In the future, remember Lesson 101 in liberal
political battles: If you feel like you're going to lose, play
"The Nasty Card."

Govt. Attack On Diet Supplements Something Can
Be Done About
Lean On Facts
by,Council Nedd

in compliance with the

plement-to provide some

products. As a black Amer-

DSHEA?

prised by the foolish actions of our federal govern-

credibility to the FDA's
vendetta.

ican, I know that echinacea
has long been a popular

I believe the FDA's
renewed vigor against die-

by Verlene Cheeseboro
The debate about pa-

nieado until he is finally

ment. Like all things, it follows the laws of nature-

By increasing the regulation of and inability to

herbal remedy among my
family and friends to re-

tary supplements may have
something to do with the

role has taken front stage in

reborn. It rarely occurs to

and nature abhors a vacuum. If left unchecked, our

obtain herbal remedies and
other dietary supplements,

lieve the symptoms of the
common cold and licorice

U.S. Supreme Court's re'cent ruling that the FDA

many communities as parolees continue to commit

this individual man that he
is actually fostering the

government behaves simi-

the

community-

is a common treatment for

had no authority to regulate

4

btnu YUUK Let t£Kb TO:
WcckltJ Qlballenaer
2500 M.L. King St. S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33705

black

nal will be held incommu-

repeat offenses. As a retired

practice of placing this one

state prison captain who
spent two decades in the

criminal in the society of
criminals. "I have seem this

larly, seeking every oppor-

which has used and relied

a variety of gastrointestinal

tobacco products. In 1996,

tupity to insert itself into

upon them for generations

disorders.

The FDA is

the FDA decided it was

any environment it believes
is underregulated-warrant-

-stands to lose a lot. But,
please understand,
all

threatening our ability to
continue using them.

going to challenge a 1938
law limiting its activities. A

system, I feel that the problem is not the parole system but the prisons which

as
experienced,
older
inmates eagerly share their
criminal expertise with

ed or not.

Americans will lose under

The FDA now appar-

lawsuit was filed, the the

do not rehabilitate crimi-

first-time offenders enter-

Some federal agencies
are more eager to fill vacu-

such rules.
Health care is a $900.

ently believes that, because
a few of the political play-

FDA lost,
What is the connec-

nals and actually just create
better ones.

ing the prison system,
resulting in a more knowl-

ums than others. Take, for
example, the Food and
Drug
Administration

billion industry in the
United States. Even though
the*'chronically ill are not

ers have changed, they can
resume their plans to eradicate this important indus-

tion? The FDA, like St.
George, is looking for a
dragon to slay. It failed

With increasingly more
heinous 'crimes hitting our

edgeable criminal,
Mr. Hubbard saw that

(FDA). The FDA is notori-

dying in the streets, many

try. The FDA paints a pic-

With tobacco, so now is go-

headlines, crime victims,
lawmakers and other citi-

the key to reforming criminals was "establishment of

ous for routinely overstep-

still lack affordable health

ture of the dietary supple-

ing after dietary supjple-

ping its authority. In particular, it sought to regulate

insurance. Politicians consider improving the health

ment industry, as that of a
snake oil salesman hocking

ments. But the FDA will
lose again. It is overstep-

zens are taking a lockthem-up-arid-throw-away-

the criminal's self-respect",
Education is the first step

the dietary supplement industry out of existence in

status of Americans to be
high priority. But this ur-

tonics and sneaking out of
town two steps ahead of the

ping its bounds,
All this, by the way,

the-key stance. The basis of
the current system is that if

toward helping inmates
regain their self respect as

the early 19902. This led to
the. passage of the Dietary

gency seems not to have
taken root at the FDA.

sheriff. This has no basis in occurred during the Clinton
fact. To the contrary, die- Administration. As in the

enough, they will reform,

cannot

With

rates

Studies and statistics also

tary supplements are vigor-

showing that two-thirds of

show that those inmates

Supplement

WE WELCOME
YOOR LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR

Crime

popular weight-loss sup-? tinue using these helpful

I've never been sur-

Health

and

Clinical

research

tobacco ruling, when it was

they

can

be

punished

recidivism

69% of inmates nationally
read

or

write.

Education ACT (DSHEA)

shows conditions such as

ously regulated for safety,

reprimanded fpr overstep-

inmates released are rear-

who managed to get their

in 1994 to halt the FDA's

cancer and heart disease

quality control and claims

ping, it will be reined in

attempts to smother the in-

can be prevented with a

in labeling. Before a new

again if it persists in attack-

rested within three years, it
is clear that this thinking is

education in jail do not
return to prison-they are

flawed.

now employable and have

dustry.

healthy diet and lifestyle,

product goes to market, a

ing dietary supplements.

Recently, however, the

Access to dietary supple-

manufacturer must provide

There is a lesson the FDA

Author and humanitar-

the, basic skills they need to

FDA has taken a new tact,

ments can also prevent the

the FDA 75 days advance

didn't learn from the first

ian L. Ron Hubbard, whose

survive legitimately. Yet,

Scientists at the University

need for expensive medical

notice and safety informa-

months of the Clinton Ad-

methods are used in crimi-

many correcffons educa-

of California at San Fran-

procedures. Over 40% of

tion before the product can

ministration—Americans

nal

programs

tional programs have been

cisco were recently com-

our population regularly

be sold.

simply don't like it when

missioned by the FDA to

consumes a dietary supple-

around the world, wrote in
1938 that "the individual

cut back. Addressing illiteracy in our prisons will

study health problems as-

ment of some type. Ameri-

the FDA attacking products

man thinks of a cell simply

bring about greater parole

sociated with ephedra-a

cans want the right to con-

on the market for years and

as a place where the crimi-

successes.

If this is true, why

is people mess
health care.

with

their

reform

4:
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WOMAN’S
Essence At Macy’s

WOlPILiO

Seventh Annual Women’s Conference To Coincide
With King Holiday

ST. PETERSBURG-The
SL Petersburg Chapter of the

There are now chapters of the

Christian Women’s Fellow

Florida and Nigeria, West

organization in Oklahoma,

ship, Women of Excellence, of

Africa. There are three chap

Tampa Bay have planned their
Seventh Annual Women’s

ters preparing to have their first

Winter Conference to coin
cide with the Martin Luther
King Hobday weekend The

Denver, CO and San Jose, CA.

conference is slated to begin

is scheduled for January 8th-

meeting in Harrisburg, PA,
PRE-CONFERENCE
REVIVAL. A Pre-conference

on January 11th and conclude
Judi Bowman

on January 14th.
The program will be held
at the Adam’s Mark Clearwa
ter Beach Resort, 430 S.
Gulfview Blvd., (727) 4435714. The theme for this year’s
program is “Light of the
World”. Several “word-shops”
are slated to open the session
NEW YORK.

Essence and Macy’s helped
ring in the holidays with an
exclusive runway fashion
show filled with holiday glam.
Essence fashion director,
Pamela Macklin and beauty
director Mikki Taylor shared

Pastor Sharon Johnson, Clear
water, FL and Archbishop
Clarence Davis, Tampa, FL.
Special music by recording
artist Pastor Daisy McGrew of
Atlanta, GA.

a new ministry which is locat

day shoppers on how to update
their wardrobes as well as gave
beauty tips.

Pastor Linda Sesler of SL

founded in 1986 by Rev. Dr.

Petersburg, FL is the Evange

include: “The Total Package”
Holistic Media and Public

Ada B. Davis, is a nationally

list Pastor Sesler is the pastor
of Genesis Worship Center

Appearance Training, Fitness
and Nutrition Coaching, Suc

to developing young Christian

ed in Tallahassee, FL. Her
ministry has programs which

greatest preachers. Bring your
unsaved love ones, the sick

ties, Body Image and Self

hope.

and the hutting to these

Leaders are: Pastor Stella Tay
lor, Oklahoma City, OK; Pas
tor Marion Berry, ministry out

and is We author of Dream

Esteem She also deals with

Dr. Davis founded the SL

House and Showers of Bbss.

the Stewardship of Sexuality,

Petersburg Chapter of the

These books will be available

The Ministry of Motherhood,

organization in 1994. The

of Jerusalem, Israel; Pastor Esi
Whitehurst, St. Petersburg, FL;

at the conference. Dr. Judi, as

Eating to Glorify God and the

home base for the organization

she is affectionately called, has

Power of Prayer and Fasting.

is Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

lication director Susan L. Tay
lor shared words of inspiration

Negro Women’s MLK Com

extended to January 10,2001.
Trckets can be purchased at the
following locations: Lou

Pictured left to right:

memorative Breakfast Com
mittee met Thursday, Decem

Brown Realty, The Weekly
Challenger Newspaper, Re

Ella

Essence’s Audrey Adams,

ber 28th, at the home of Presi

source Center for Women at

dent-Elect and committee ch

Enoch Davis Center, and

airperson, Adelle Jemison, to
finalize plans for the event.

members of NCNW.

tion of the National Council of

Red is one of this sea

dising; Monique Greenwood,
editor-in-chief; Barbara Brit
ton, vice-president and nation
al advertising director, Susan
L. Taylor, publication director,

and sleeveless white-

ion show in New York
City, this model struts
down the catwalk
wearing a lovely red
one-shoulder
matte

satin turtleneck blouse
was featured at the
recent
Essence@
Macy's fashion show
in New York City.

World Teen New York State
2001; Edward Lewis, chair

Macklin, fashion director, and

ing
the
Essence @
Macy's holiday fash

black sequinned pants

Martha Ighodaro, Miss Black

man and publisher; Mikki Tay
lor, beauty director.; Pamela

son's essentials. Dur

This fabulous outfit of

jersey gown.
Javonca Maitland manager of
special events, Macy’s Herald

Square in New York. (Photo
credit, Johnny Nunez)

NiaOnline Launches First Website
For African-American Women —
CHICAGO, IL - Devel

NiaOnline (AOL Key

descent throughout the Dias

oped to comprehensively meet
the needs ofAfrican-American
women ages 21-54, NiaOnline

word: NiaQnline) offers a new

pora are added to the mix,

interactive alternative for this

numbers swell by the millions

vibrant, international commu

in all categories.

(www.niaonline.com)
launched October 10th in

nity and takes its name from

NiaOnline was created by

the Fifth Nguzo Saba, or social

African-American women for

relentless pursuit of consumers
influencing over $400 billion

and spiritual principle of
Kwanzaa. In sum, Nia means

African-American women.
Mayberry and Coleman have

purpose. Founders Cheryl E.
Mayberry and Bonita K. Cole

prior entrepreneurial experi
ence. Both founded One

man explain, “Our mission is
to fill the void that exists in the

Moment in Time, a formalwear
rental business for women.

worth of annual spending.
“We have the Power,”
asserts a recent Newsweek
cover story on Redefining
Race in America. The article
about the new America reveals

marketplace today to offer tan
gible benefits to both the

For

more

obtained by calling one of the
following telephone numbers:
866-6621, 864-3568, 822-

•Put Your Money Where

TAMPA - In 1995,
481,287 deaths were caused

Although we can’t control

nies seeking greater efficiency
and effectiveness in diversity

net. When women of Carib

pital immediately. You may
also experience lightheaded

more than 950,000Americans.

important steps women can
take to reduce the risk in other

damage. Call 911 as soon as

ness, fainting, sweating, nau

on heart disease and stroke,

the signs are evident.

areas.
One factor, considered the

The warning signs of
stroke are a sudden weakness

sea or shortness of breath.
A new emergency treat

ciation’s

That’s more than 49.1 per
cent

greatest single cause of death

or numbness of the face, arm
or leg, especially on one side of

Additionally, stroke alone

ing. It is the largest risk factor
for heart attack in women. And

trouble speaking or under

if smoking is coupled with oral

standing; and sudden trouble

contraceptives, the risk is

seeing in one or both eyes.
Also, if you experience sudden

ed external defibrillator) may

trouble walking, dizziness, loss

The American Heart Asso
ciation spent about $327 mil
lion during fiscal year 1998-99

from heart attacks, sudden car
diac death and other coronary
events - 236,468 of this num
ber were women.

kills more than 97,000 women

each year.
“One incorrect assumption
held by many is that cancer is

that we can prevenL is smok

the body; sudden confusion,

For women, signs of a

ular physical activity.

on research support, public and
professional education, and
community programs. With
more than three million volun
teers, the American Heart
Association is the largest vol

have diabetes die of some

ness, squeezing, pain in the

untary health organization
fighting heart disease, stroke

ciation says learning the warn

form of heart or blood vessel

center of the chest lasting more

and other cardiovascular dis

ing signs and taking action to

disease.

than a few minutes or spread

eases, which annually kill

the

warning

signs and how to react quickly

Web

site

tion.org.

make the lifesaving difference.

uncomfortable pressure, full

Knowing

visit the American Heart Asso

Please
Support
Our Paper
By
Supporting
Our
Advertisers

ing to die shoulders, neck or
arms, call 911 and get to a hos

a istarajajai3J0j@j3JsiajajBjajajaf@jai3JSjajajajajBjaj 0
a JZ/

business” model that allows
companies to utilize new
media as a tool to enhance
theirdiversity requirements for

i

product promotions, brand
image reinforcement, minority
hiring, and corporate image

i

Shear Essence

FAMILY EYE CARE
DR. DEBORAH FLANAGAN

TOTAL HAIR CARE
i

Extension Weavina and Braidina
1

i

328-7189
328-7289
3425 22nd AVENUE SOUTH
ST. PETERSBURG, FL 33711

I

i
i
i

1

TUES.-THURS. 9 AM-10 PM

1

i

• FRI. 9 AM-9 PM • SAT. 7 AM-8 PM
- WALK-INS WELCOME --

i

AND

t

1

1

1

—1

’ r

1
Is

1
0

Shirley Brown-Stylist/Owner

CALL FOR APPOINTMENTS • WALK-INS WELCOME

"A Personal Touch from Caring Professionals"
Monday - Saturday

We accept or match most
Insurance Vision Care plans.
2914 FIRST AVE. NORTH

321 -6600

AMERICAN EXPRESS - DISCOVER - VISA - MASTERCARD • GIFT CERTIFICATES

I3JSISISISISISISJSJ@ISI@ISIS1SIe!1SIeUSISISISISI@JSISJ 0

Beauty PaIace g

Barber Services • Hair Consultant
Services • Manicurist • Nail
Maintenance • Massage Therapist
• Skin Care & Make-Up

1

1
i

(727) 419-1509

■
■
■
■
■

BOARD CERTIFIED
OPTOMETRIC PHYSICIAN
Eye Examinations
Eye Diseases
Contact tenses
Children's Vision
Vision Nutrition Therapy

at

www.americanheart.org\CAP
or call 1-800-AHA-USA1 (1activator (t-PA) - can greatly* 800-242-8721) or 1-888-4reduce the risk of death and STROKE or visit the Ameri
permanent damage. For car can Stroke Association Web
diac arrest, an AED (automat site at www.StrokeAssocia-

than 80 percent of those who

minimize the risk factors can

For additional information

ment for stroke - a clot-busting
drug called tissue plasminogen

The American Heart Asso

reduce these numbers.

bean, West Indian and African

For information or to regis

Your Values Are

can dramatically reduce the
risk of death and permanent

age and heredity, there are

breast cancer,” says Swanson.

Every Day

Limited FREE Seating.

Women, Heart Disease And Stroke: Reduce The
Risk Factors --------------------------------------------- -----------

However, if you experience

businesses and more than 8

•Build Your Dream Basket

ter, call the Resource Center
•Figure
Out
Where
You
7258, Resource Center for
for Women at Enoch D. Davis
,, ,1, .Center at (727) 893-7134.
.Womens at dhe^ Enoch. Davis > Stand Financially
•Build Your Retirement
Center, 893-7134.

are obesity and diabetes. More

ty. NiaOnline is a business
solution provider for compa

•Build Your Security Bas

uary 11, 2001 6:30 - 8:30pm.

heart attack can be atypical.

Newspaper

ket

•Learn to Earn

Two additional risk factors

premier consumer within the
African-American communi

financial reality?

Avenue South, Thursday, Jan

ease and stroke as from all
forms of cancer, including

Read A

Latte Factor

topics:

maintaining some form of reg

Bureau. African-American
women own 400,000 small

•Use the Power of the

their secrets? Can I do some
thing to change my present

Lynch including the following

twice as many women in the
United States die of heart dis

according to the U.S. Census

Basket

dent, Mary Clowers.
Further information can be

take immediate action and call
911.

can-American woman as the

PETERSBURG -

SL Petersburg Metropoli

no known cause, it’s time to

site www.niaonline.com.

ST.

tan Section NCNW, 1835 9th

mm/Hg, your blood choles

There are 18.5 million
Black females in this country,

“Smart Women
Finish Rich!”

by Joshua Lowy of Merrill

terol below 200 mg/dL and

assumptions.
NiaOnline targets the Afri

change for yourself.

Dianne

Morehead,

ate. “When in fact, nearly

1400, Chicago, IL 60610, or

Revival Services and see the

Speights, and NCNW Presi

the Forida/Puerto Rico Affili

phone (312) 214-3571. Web

them from a state of hopeless

Exciting steps to living and
finishing rich will be presented

information

and the companies trying to
reach them.”

We
Welcome•
Your
Letters
To the
Editor ----

ten or more guests are encour, aged |tq request reserved seat
Due to popular demand, the ing that will be available only
January 6th, deadline for until the advanced purchase

and the doors will open at 7am.

dames Lorraine Brown, Cyn
thia Glenn, Wyvonnia McGee,

of balance or coordination or
sudden severe headache with

are rethinking and challenging
old racial stereotypes and

building.

the SL Petersburg Coliseum,

that were present are: Mes-

include keeping your blood
pressure
below
140/90

woman

company offers a process
enhancement “customer to

chased at the door. Groups of

Other committee members

more of a threat than heart dis

African-American

marketing and services. The

After the January 10th
deadline, tickets can be pur

women, helping transform

How do they do it? What are

deadline.

ease and stroke,” says Mark
Swanson, M.D. president of

that successful Black women

million currently use the Inter

The fifteenth annual MLK
breakfast will again be held at

advanced tickets has been

increased many times over.
Other important steps

write to NiaOnline at 980
North Michigan Avenue, Suite

Church in St. Petersburg. She
has been called on of God’s

ness to a positive of creative

In addition, Essence’s pub

director of fashion merchan

known organization dedicated

cess in the Academy and
Higher Education Opportuni

ST. PETERSBURG - St
Petersburg Metropolitan Sec

on the power of inner beauty.

1415 5th Avenue in Tampa.

The Christian Women’s
Fellowship
International,

National Council’s
Metropolitan Section Finalizes
Plans For MLK Breakfast------

picks for this season’s musthaves, offered advice for holi

10th at Greater Morning Star
Missionary Baptist Church,

Dr. Judi Bowman is the
Keynote Speaker. Dr. Bow
man received her Ph. D., from
Harvard. School of Divinity

on Friday.
Some of the Word Shop

NY -

Linda Sesler

Ada Davis

Standard Hours
of Operation

727-827-3951
1717 1st AVE. N.
St. Petersburg
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Reed Re-Elected To Head Largest Black
Employer Group - Blacks In Government
WA QUTMr.TTlM DC
nr
WASHINGTON,
Re-elected to head the nations
largest employee advocacy

I------------------------------------------------------------------------—5=■

_____.

.

mony before the House of
Representatives on EEOC

shortcomings, he presented

group, Gerald R. Reed begins

numerous legislative proposals
to the Congressional Govern

his second term as president of
Blacks In Government (BIG).

ment Reform Committee, as

Running on results, Reed led

requested by the Civil Service
Subcommittee chairman.

his team to some major ac
complishments aimed at im

yet. You are not alone. For a
variety of reasons, there has
been delay in the delivery of
flu shots this year. The good

erators. High-risk people need
to continue to seek out the vac
cine, for the majority of sea

news is that the delay is almost
over. According to the Centers
for Disease Control and Pre

sonal flu outbreaks over the
past 18 years have peaked after
the month of January.

vention (CDC), more than
90% of the previously ordered

If your doctor has been

programs has been given the
attention it deserves now that
Gerald R. Reed has focused on

and influence of the organiza
tion. BIG is often courted for

improving the infrastructure of
the organization. With the

opinion, testimony and as a
stakeholder on federal, state

enhanced business manage

and local issues, civil rights

ment system, National office
process improvements and the

cases and legislation and
national issues pertinent to
African American civil ser

impending acquisition of a
new national headquarters
facility, BIG will continue to

vants.
Known for their consistent

advocate to support its’ mem

Gerald R. Reed

bership and the 2.3 million
legislative agenda has contin

part of the employee demon

African American civil ser

ued to attack the legislative

stration projects that are being
implemented at several gov

vants that they represent.
on Blacks In Government,

vants. BIG’s Legislative Com

ernment agencies. The lack of
federal oversight allowed by

mittee produced the “Spoils

these demonstration projects

please contact the BIG Nation
al Headquarters at (202) 667-

Report” which single-handedLeadership Forum, and other • ly uncovered the faults of pay
national leadership bodies. banding, pay-for-performance,
Under Reed, BIG’s aggressive and other initiatives that are

has posed a threat to the guar

3280 or visit the website at

on the Presidents’ National
Partnership for Reinventing
Govemment/EEOC Federal

ning of the flu outbreak, doc
tors and pharmacists may have

Advocacy and member

proving the operations and
broadening the recognition

research, analysis and persis
tence, BIG has a “seat at the
table”. Reed joins government
leaders and other stakeholders

It’s cold outside and you
haven’t gotten your flu shot

policies which erode the rights
and livelihood of civil ser

Agency Task Force, the Black

antee of equity, excellence and

For additional information

www.bigneLorg.

opportunity demanded by all
minorities. After Reeds’ testi-

66 million doses of influenza

unable to acquire flu vaccine,
he/she can still order it until

vaccine have been shipped. In
addition, as discussed below,

February 1, 2001. Encourage
him/her to call (800) 720-8972

there are an additional 4.5 mil
special CDC contract with one
of the manufacturers.

or visit the website www.vaccineshoppe.com to obtain an
application form, which must
then be faxed to (888) 889-

In a typical year, more than
20,000 Americans dies from

7129.
While you await your flu

complications of the flu. Per

shot, see your doctor about the

lion doses still available via a

sons age 65 years and older

need for immunization against

and people with chronic heart
or lung disease, diabetes, and

pneumococcal

diseases of the immune system
are at greatest risk. Despite

Waller’s Campaign For Districts Hits
The Street----------------------------- --------------ST. PETERSBURG Campaign workers for Dwight

replace the failed public policy
of police containment of our

County School Board, Waller

“Chimurenga” Waller’s bid for

community with a positive
program of genuine economic
development

support coming from the
South Side, especially the Dis
trict 6 precincts. If elected to

‘True economic develop
ment means more than just the
ing his vision for SL Peters- ’ promise of a fewjobs. I believe
burg. The Uhuru Movement that genuine economic devel
leader seeks to fill the seat opment requires a massive
vacating by Councilman infusion of capital into this
Frank Peterman, as Peterman community from private and
moves on to his new post in government sources to create
Tallahassee.
new businesses and to support

City Council, he plans to con

City Council District 6 have
begun pounding the pavement
in this southside district, while
the candidate is busy articulat

At his well-attended cam
paign kick-off rally held in the

won 9,997 votes, his strongest

not a politician. I am a person
in

who

Petersburg. How can the city

believes in justice and have
devoted myself to the pursuit

move forward if one Commu
nity is still left behind in pover

The 49-year-old lab techni

of a better life for my commu

ty, with no businesses, no com

nity.
“The black community of

cian is married, the father of 4
and grandfather of 12. He is

merce? This is the true mes
sage of unity. Let’s move for- f President of the National Peo
ple’s Democratic Uhuru
ward together.”

District, Waller stated, “I am
this

community

SL Petersburg is suffering from
poverty and political disen
franchisement. We need to

In his recent bid for the Atlarge seat on the Pinellas

member of the SL Petersburg
Coalition of African American

MIAMI - The Florida
Department of Health (DOH)

leadership. Appointed to the
Citizen’s Review Committee

Division of Health Awareness

in 1997, Waller chairs one of
the subcommittees that hears

tinue the struggle for neighbor
citizen complaints of police
hood schools and quality edu
misconduct. He advocates the
cation for all the children of SL
empowerment of the Citizen’s
Petersburg.
Review Committee.
At a recent forum on black
So far, volunteers have dispolitical rights, held in down ■ tributed campaign literature
town SL Petersburg, he
door-to-door in several of the
received enthusiastic support precincts that make up District
from the diverse audience for 6. ‘We are seeking to enlist
his program of unity and pros
representatives from every
perity for St. Petersburg
neighborhood who will host
through equal economic deve
get togethers with the candi
lopment for the African com
date and will help get out the
munity.
vote for Chimurenga Waller

existing businesses.
“Economic development
for the black community is
good for the whole city of St

on February
27th”, says
Waller’s campaign manager,
Penny Hess. “Volunteers can
call 823-5626 to sign up.”

WASHINGTON - John

in the South in the late 1950s

Herbers and Claude F. Sitton

and early 1960s. With almost

have been named the winners

eighty years of reporting expe

year two journalists had won
the award, which carried a
$25,000 prize for each recipi-

of the 2000 John Chancellor

rience between them, Herbers

enL

Award for Excellence in Jour
nalism. Herbers, writing for

and Sitton exemplify the stan
dards of conscience and

the United Press and later The
New York Tunes, and Sitton,

integrity that are the hallmarks
of all previous Chancellor

exemplifies the excellence in

writing for The New York

award recipients. The awards

journalism that characterized

Times, were among the first

were presented at a black tie
dinner at The Carlyle Hotel in
New York. This was the first

John Chancellor's career as an

soil,” said David Halberstam,
journalist and author. “What

NBC

they did greatly enhanced the

FALL SALE
655 Central Ave.
Phone 823-0823

Redesign your old gold and jewelry

Custom Jewelry
by
Master Jeweler &
Designer of Fine Jewelry

Charlie Akins

Repairs while you wait

Master Jeweler

The Market Place

(904) 696-7690

Saturday & Sunday Only

Pager 876-3145

1-95 North Exit 128

Jacksonville, FL

Row B Booth 23-27

.flu.us/tobacco.

Report. The Report provides

To obtain a copy of the fall
edition of the Black Affairs
Community Report, contact

an overview of the services of
Florida’a anti-tobacco cam
paign and highlights key com

your local Department of
Health Tobacco Prevention
Coordinator or Sonshine

ponents of the campaign.

Communications at (305) 891-

the Black Affairs Community

For moit' informa-,»

3039.

,

According to the CDC, five
states (Kentucky, Georgia,
Tennessee, Texas and Hawaii)

This disease is one of the
major complications of influ
enza and most people who are
in the high-risk categories for
flu also need to be protected
against it. Unlike the flu vac
cine, this tends to be a “oncein-a-lifetime” immunization. If
you haven’t had the pneumo

have reported regional influen

nia vaccine previously, it’s crit

za activity, but otherwise only
sporadic cases have been con
firmed nationwide.

ically important that you have

The delay in the delivery
of flu shots has the potential to
create two tragedies this year.
The first is that there could be
a major outbreak of influenza
before ffie majority of highrisk people are immunized.
The second is that at the begin

‘EThe (jWa/ittn SEuthe/t vKing,
I5tk Jb nuafi

ffn.,

it as soon as possible.
Pneumonia and influenza
kill 50-100 times more people
each year than all other vaccine-preventable

diseases

combined (including child
hood illnesses). But it is not too
late for protection against
either flu or pneumonia! Call
your physician today!

Cowwemo/iative

av\d Ukwatids

y11k the JMCuMQAJ St. :

I *
1
1
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The

John

Chancellor

Award is presented annually to
an individual whose work

anchor.

correspondent

and

9Hn|ra«

1
’

•
• -f i

"■
'"

In covering the civil rights
movement John Herbers and
Claude F. Sitton operated in
any true sense like war corre
spondents, reporting under ter
rifying combat conditions,

Rev. M. Mason WaIker
Chairman,
MLK Commemorative Commission

Dr. DoIIy D. Adams
Keynote Speaker

albeit threatened by fellow
Americans while still on native

profession.”

READ A NEWSPAPER
EVERY DAY
WOODIES
HAT BOX

and Tobacco has developed
and released the fall edition of

tion on the Division of Health
Awareness and Tobacco, visit
the website at wwwstate-

recent reports of flu cases in
our state, there have been no
large-scale outbreaks this year.

pneumonia.

MovemenL a national black
rights organization, and a

The John Chancellor Award For
Excellence In Journalism Is Received

reporters to shine the spotlight
on the struggle forcivil rights

FL Dept. Of Health
Releases Black Affairs
Community Report

unused vaccine in their refrig

OPERATION PAR
SELF-SUFFICIENCY
PROJECT
PAR provides substance abuse and men
tal health services for families who
receive cash assistance or are low income
families. Services are offered at no cost to
individuals and are confidential. Services
are available to adults and children.
For more information,
contact Gerald Syrkett
At 727-893-5438
Crack Cocaine Kills People and
^Shatters Lives

St. Pet

BREAKFASf
«
Janu*Rfiw*AV'^ 'I
The St. Petersburg Coliseum
4th Avenue N., St. Peteriburg, FL

Ait 1-375 on the left) "
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Kwanzaa 2000 Honored By Many In Our City
by Jeanie Blue
ST.

PETERSBURG -

Kwanzaa, the African Ameri
can holiday that was designed
according to the African peo
ples’ tradition of coming to
gether and celebrating the har
vest of “First Fruits”, was
observed in various places in
the city. Kwanzaa is celebrated
each year from Dec. 26th to
January 1st The Nguzo Saba
or the Seven Principles pro
vides the foundation for the
holiday and utilizes an African
language-Kiswahili

words.

The principles are universal
and anyone can apply them
year around to achieve self-im
provement. One of the seven
principles (Nguzo Saba) is
honored daily during the holi
day. The principles are: Umoja
(Unity), Kujichagulia (selfdetermination, Ujima (collec
tive work and responsibility),
Ujamaa (cooperative econom
ics), Nia (purpose), Kuuma
(Creativity) and Imani (Faith).
Dr. Maulana Karenga, who is
currently Chairman of African
American Studies at California
State University, developed it
in 1966.
While many people honor
the holiday in the privacy of
their perspective homes, some
oiganizations held public cele
brations throughout the entire
seven days. Among these
oiganizations included People
of Color AIDS Coalition that
hosted Umoja day; The Peo
ple’s Democratic Uhuru
Movement hosted Kujichagu
lia day; A New Beginning held
Ujima day; Juneteenth and the
Boys & Girls of SL Petersbuig
hosted Ujamaa day; Our
Brother’s Keeper hosted Nia
day; Juneteenth and First
Night SL Petersburg hosted
iKuumba day; and African

American Arts Council and
Enoch Davis Center hosted
Imani day. The Black Nurses
Association also offered free
flu shots and HIV testing at
several of the activities. On
Imani day, a community feast
(Karamu) was held at Enoch
Davis Center and attended by
many.

Si.

Petersburg Business Development Center
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“Educating & Cultivating
• SmallBusinesses”
TO G E T H E R
City of St. Petersburg

For more information please call (727) 893-7146
or visit our Web Site at www.sipete.org
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HISTORY Of SCLC’s NATIONAL MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
COMMEMORATIVE CELEBRATIONS
16

THE 2001 SCLC*S
th ANNUAL NATIONAL MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR.
DRUM MAJOR FOR JUSTICE PARADE AND FESTIVAL OF BANDS
Founders:

Sevell C. Brown, III and Darryl Lamont Brown, Sr.
National Coordinator and Grand Drum Major: Sevell C. Brown, III
Founding Date:
November 12, 1985
Host City:

St. Petersburg, Florida

Date of First Parade:

January 20, 1986

Name of Event:

2001 SCLC’s 16th Annual National Martin Luther King, Jr. Drum Major For Justice Festival of Bands

Date/Time:

Sunday, January 14, 2001
Florida Power Stadium

Place:

5 - 11pm

230 First Street South
Name of Event:

2001 SCLC’s 16th Annual National Martin Luther King, Jr. Drum Major For Justice Parade

Date/Time:

Monday, January 15,2001

Parade Route:

Begins at the Vinoy Renaissance Resort on 5th Avenue North and Bayshore Drive in downtown St. Petersburg, Florida - proceeds South to Central Avenue - proceeds West to Dr. MLK Blvd. - pro

1:15pm

______

——

ceeds West to Dr. MLK Blvd. - proceeds South to 3rd Avenue South and terminates in Tropicana Field East parking lot.
parade Length:
Features:

3 Hours
Some 30 to 40 marching bands representing their various states from across the United States. The parade’s tradition of success is credited 'to the caliber of these marching bands demonstrating exem
plary showmanship and superb performances.

Achievement:

Has become the nation’s largest platform for the preservation of the Art Form of High Stepping Performing Marching Bands as legitimately institutionalized into musical curriculum by renowned
African American university professors and Master Band Directors in this century.

HISTORICAL SUMMARY

by Lora Lee

^n?a?uer 31’198^’grandmother of Sevell C. Brown, III died from a stroke. Unable fo cope with this death, Brown needed and sought to drown out his sorrow by focusing on something monuwL
X?

C,°I"b“’ed J118 grandmother s love for music and respect for Dr. King with his fascination for marching bands and parades that he developed, as a child, viewing the annual Festival of States Parade. A critical phone

we

rP

E-Lowery’ *en’ national President of SCLC and Rev- E- Randal Osb«m, to, national director of SCLC chapters. Brown shared his vision of a traditional parade in honor ofDr King

Which would give youth something musically tangible to connotatively identify with King, whom generations of which never marched with him. Simultaneously, former lieutenants would continue their traditional march in
Dr‘j?ng
to *ou8ands whom were Messed to know him while he lived. The National MLK Parade was bom, as Brown, advised of the impossible odds, accepted the challenge to organize and
produce the Southern Christian Leadership Conference s 1st Annual National Martin Luther King, Jr. Drum Major For Justice Parade and Festival of Bands. Without help, without a budget and with less than 65
[days, the walk of faith began, which witnessed the overwhelming success of SCLC’s 1st Annual National MLK Parade, which has, today, blossomed into the largest MLK commemorative celebration and parade in the nation.
n an attempt to reach the youth of the nation and demonstrate to them the importance and significance of the legacy and life works of Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., and to expose them to the unifying impact his life had and
son peop e, the idea of a parade in his honor became an essential platform to unify the city, state and the nation across racial, religious, gender, and cultural lines. The SCLC’s 1st Annual National MLK Drum Major For
Justice Parade was founded and held on Monday, January 20, 1986 in the City of St. Petersburg, Florida. The Bethune Cookman College Wildcat Marching Band and its Golden Girls were the official band, along with Jones
High School and some 14 other bands. The St. Petersburg police estimated over 25,000 people attended the first parade. This marked the first time in 19 years since Dr. King’s death that a major event of magnitude was orga
nized to commemorate him in St. Petersburg and Florida. The parade has grown over the years to become the largest MLK Commemorative Celebration in the country. The parade growth is reflected as follows: MLK Parade
,19^7'38’°°0; 1988'60’000; 1989 increased to 80,000 with SCLC successfully campaigning to close city governments and schools; 1990 through 1999-100,000 average annual attendance. The
SCLC s National MLK Parade has annually been host to some of the most internationally renowned university marching bands in the country, such as Florida A&M University; Jackson State University; Texas Southern
University; Moms Brown College; University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff; North Carolina A & T State University; Bethune Cookman College, Morehouse College and others. Brown instituted the SCLC’s 1st Annual MLK
Festival of Bands on January 19, 1987 in Al Lang Stadium, and is now held in the Tropicana Field Stadium where university and high school marching bands perform their world famous half-time drills in their special salutes
apd tributes to Dr. King. The parade has distinguished itself with Honorary Grand Marshals like former Miami Dolphins Eugene "Mercury" Morris, the Houston Oilers Ernest Givens, pop singer Tony Terry, Bobby
Doctor, former Exec. Dir. of the U.S. Commission on Civil Rights, jazz pioneer Alvin Downing and such notables as Gov. Lawton Chiles, Sen. Bob Graham and Cong. Bill Young.
A V-,'

W
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SCLC will forever praise God for bringing these National Commemorative Celebrations through countless trials and impending crisis. We will always be grateful to the exemplary corporate leadership provided by Roy Speer
of Home Shopping Network, Inc., and the Pinellas Chapter of ACLU for skyrocketing the parade beyond jeopardy when it was facing its gravest hour in January 1991, We applaud the legal team of Atty. Katherine
Lancaster and Professor Mark Brown of Stetson University College of Law and Professor Ray Arsenault for guaranteeing the MLK National Parade equal treatment under the Constitution. ACLU joined the SCLC’s
Brown vision to stop the parade from being relegated to going South on 9th Street from 3rd Avenue and to place the parade route on Central Avenue in downtown St. Petersburg. Annually, 100,000 people of all colors anc
ethnic derivations line Central Avenue, the main Avenue that once legislatively segregated the city by race, to celebrate and honor the very man that dismantled the walls of segregation in America.
The parade has had the distinct honor to being officially recognized and jointly sponsored by the FLORIDA MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR. COMMEMORATIVE COMMISSION for three years and the FLORIDA MARTIN
LUTHER KING, JR. INSTITUTE NON VIOLENCE for the last five years.

FLORIDA MARTIN LUTHER KING, JR., WEEK
COMMEMORATIVE CELEBRATIONS
In 1985, the (SCLC).Southern Christian Leadership Conference, confounded by Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., who spearheaded the contemporary civil rights movement in America that dismantled segregation, gave the clear
ance for the City of St. Petersburg, Florida fo host a national parade in honor of Dr. King. In January of 1986, the 1st Annual National Martin Luther King, Jr. Drum Major For Justice Parade and Festival of Bands was held
in St. Petersburg, Florida with an estimated attendance of 25,000 spectators. The initial parade route staged in the gas plant area and began at 3rd Avenue South, proceeding to 18th Avenue and proceeded east and ended at
Bartlett Park. In January 1990, SCLC moved the parade to Central Avenue. The new parade route staged at the South Vinoy Park and began at 5th Avenue North proceeding south on Bayshore Drive to Central Avenue turn
ing West and proceeding to Dr. M L King, Jr. Street, then proceeding to 3rd Avenue South and terminating in the parking lot of Tropicana Field. The SCLC’s Annual National Martin Luther King, Jr. Drum Major For Justice
Parade & Festival of Bands is recognized as the nation's largest MLK commemorative celebration as the parade averages an annual attendance of 100,000 and features some 35 top marching bands from across the nation.
The Southern Christian Leadership Conference chose Central Avenue as the parade route as it once represented the Avenue that segregated the races in St. Petersburg. Today, Central Avenue has become the nation's largest
platform for bringing people of all races, ethnic, religious and cultural backgrounds together to foster harmonious relationships while celebrating our diversity. The parade on Central Avenue symbolically is a testimony regard
ing our continued efforts to embrace Dr. King's principles of nonviolence, as we annually re-commit ourselves to "Keeping His Dream Alive".

As the eyes of the nation look on, as the City of St. Petersburg hosts these MLK WEEK COMMEMORATIVE CELEBRATIONS, the SCLC seeks to admonish all citizens to choose to honor Dr. King by
celebrating his memory through celebrations that sanctify his legacy on nonviolence and the loss of his life through an act of violence. We beseech all citizens to neither join or condone those who seek

to purposely desecrate Dr. King’s birthday by engaging in acts of violence during or after the Sunday’s MLK Festival of Bands or Monday's MLK National Parade on January 15,2001. Those
who purposely seek to desecrate Dr. King's birthday and bring shame to his legacy of nonviolence will moreover use the parade and his Federal Holiday to engage and goat their fellow brother

SCLC appeals, especially to young mew,
and women, to stop the fighting which profanes Dr. King's life and strips his death of any meaning
and significance!!! SCLC further appeals to all citizens that public displays of boozing it up with
liquor and beer, smoking or using drugs openly or privately, playing loud music loaded with profan
ity and lyrics that degrade females, desecrates and does not commemorate Dr. King's birthday.
WC SOUCtlfy Dr. King S memory and not desecrate It,
and sisters into hets of violence or those activities that would possibly lead to violence and/or the defiance of our laws.

ToheiP

assure that

we respectfully request that everyone who appreciates the supreme, sacrifice that Dr.

King made would please observe the following STATE LAWS AND CITY ORDINANCES that will be strictly adhered to and enforced:
The use or possession of illegal drugs is prohibited. Florida State Statute 893
The consumption of alcoholic beverages in public places, such as sidewalks and city streets; is prohibited. City Ordinance 3.15
Traffic laws (driving or parking on sidewalks, stopping in middle of street, hanging out of or riding on exterior of vehicle, etc.) will be enforced pursuant to Florida State Statute 316.
City Ordinances and Florida State Statutes relating to the use of loudspeakers, public address systems, amplifiers, and loud stereos will be enforced.
No trespassing on Private Property. Florida State Statute 810

City Ordinance Sec. 17 relating to "Vendors" will be enforced.

•.>
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The application packets

Society

must be received by January
12, 2001. The packets can be

In

downloaded at www.discovercard.com/tribute.htm, or by

Ocala

calling (703) 875-0708.
Students can request the
packets by writing to AASA at

by

Florence
Williams Ray

j

P. O. Box 9338, Arlington, VA
22219.
****
FLU SHOTS

PROJECT READ

new places, new things, and

TUTORS AVAILABLE

we rise to the occasion. These

AVAILABLE
The Marion County

Project Read tutors are
available in Dunnellon for

, tours were many of the kids
first trip out of Florida and they

Health Department has re
ceived its final supply of flu

adult students. Project Read is

have made us proud in their

vaccine, which people can get

a volunteer group that tutors
adults in reading skills, GED
preparation and English - As -

later accomplishments.

by appointment on a first-

We will also be accepting
chaperones (both male and

come, first-served basis. The

A-Second language.
Adult students do not pay
fees, and all tutoring is done in

female) for this tour.
****

public places on a one-to-one
basis. Project READ has over
80 volunteers and students in
Ocala and Belleview. To
obtain more information on
how you or someone you
know can get help with read
ing, call Barbara Woodson at
237-4142 or e-mail her at
OcalaProjectREAD@aol.com
****

YOU CAN HELP

Special tutors are needed at
the Ocala Foundation School,
a non-profit second chance
school in partnership with
Marion County School Sys

shot cost $9.
The Health Department
received about 350 doses. The
agency will bill Medicare for
the shots for people who have
Medicare Part B benefits and
are not members of an HMO.

Department’s main facility,

****

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

re-enter the public school sys
tem, focusing on positive and

GREETINGS

creative improvement. For

go out to JamaAl Blocker, Jan
uary 3rd; Sheila J ackson, Janu
ary 5th; James ‘Bo’ Jackson,
January 6th; Kemesha Rey
nolds, January 7th; Dr. Fred
Maeweathers

and Shenita

Hickenbottom, January 8th;

more information, call Dan at
369-4040.
**
Ocala Haiborside Nursing
and Rehabilitation is seeking
people to visit with residents,
assisting in wheelchair trans
port, games, activities and gen

Crockett, January 9th', Bertha

erally acting as friendly visi
tors. It is located at 1501 SJE.

Kyler, January 8th.
**

24th Rd. This facility will
work with volunteers’ sched-

LaTiffany Owens and Torre

< HAPPY WEDDING ^J<± ri licSi ■ .For >more information,
ANNIVERSARY
™ s caQiDfebbte Hamilton at 629-

8900
**

GAINESVILLE - While
studies have shown paid
employment, is

good for

women’s mental health, new
University of Florida research
suggests that may not hold true
for those women moving from
welfare to low-wage work.
The study, published re
cently in the Western Journal
of Nursing Research, shows

improved

psychosocial

health,” said author Shawn M.
Kneipp, an assistant professor
in the UF College of Nursing.
"As a result, the federal gov
ernment only requires states to
measure how many welfare
recipients leave the program
'for work, not the effect it has
on their health. But this
research shows that assump

tal health indicators between
women who remained on cash

tion may be incorrect”
The research is based on
data collected before the 1996

assistance

welfare reform legislation lim

no differences on several men

compared

with

those who had left the rolls.
“Current government poli
cy assumes that women
achieving the goal of leaving
public assistance for paid
employment mav also have

iting the amount of time a per
son can receive benefits.
Kneipp, who received her
doctorate in nursing science in
1998 from the University of
Washington in Seattle, ana

more than 80 percent of the
women were white, which

said. Although her current
research also included pre

Income Study. Out of a group

also is similar to the racial

dominantly women who are

of 1,848 women, ages 18 to

composition in that state.

80, Kneipp was able to match
218 women for the compari

“Results demonstrate that
there were no significant dif

white, Kneipp’s groups con
sisted mostly of single mothers

son between those who had
moved into jobs from welfare

ferences in depression, self

lyzed data collected for the
Washington

State

Family

esteem, self-efficacy or per

with less education who were
unemployed or had low-pay
ing jobs, a group on whom lit
tle research has been done.
The majority of studies

ceived emotional support
scores between the women
who continued to receive Aid

conducted since 1996 have

to Families with Dependent

focused on child health arid

self-esteem, levels of depres
sion, perceived emotional sup

Children and those who left

well-being or parent-child

welfare for work,” Kneipp

interactions, Kneipp said. That

port and feelings of self-effica
cy - the belief that one can fin
ish whatever is started..

said.
Most prior research stud

reflects a common perception
that women on welfare are not

ies, which had demonstrated a

individuals, but rather only

and those remaining on public
assistance. As part of that state
income study, the women
answered questions about their

The sample group reflect
ed the state’s population with
the majority of women in their

mental health benefit to paid

conduits to the children, who

employment, had focused on

are intended to be the real ben

married, middle-class, white

late 20s or early 30s. Slightly

American women, Kneipp

eficiaries of income support.
Please see pg. 9

The flu shots will be pro
vided only at the Health

tem, to mentor students
progress on grade level. Volun
teers are asked to assist those in
grades 6, 7 and 8th grades to
prepare them to successfully

Happy Birthday greetings

Welfare To Work Does Not Improve
Mental Health--------------- ------------------

1801 S.E. 32nd Avenue,
Ocala. For information or to
make an appointment, call
694-3877.
THE“7-UP’S”
1. WAKE UP: Decide to
have a good day. ‘Today is the
day the Lord hath made; let us
rejoice and be glad in it.”
Psalms 118:24
2. DRESS UP: The best
way to dress up is to put on a
smile. A smile is an inexpen
sive way to improve your
looks. “The Lord does not look
at the things man looks at. Man
looks at outward appearance,
but the Lord looks at the
uhearLinubSam 16:7

3. SHUT UP: Say nice
things and learn to listen. God
gave us two ears and one

Take Stock In Children
needs a special mentor for a
very special young lady who is
hearing-impaired. They need a
person (preferably female)
who performs sign language
and can be of assistance to an
eighth grade scholastic. Also
needed are mentors for middle
school students at North Mari
on. For more information, call
Mary Fred at 369-2174 after
January 1,2001.
Happy Wedding Anniver

DISCOVER CARD

sary wishes go out to Mayo
and Viola Faison of Belleview,

SCHOLARSHIPS

FL. They celebrated their 69th

Nine Discover Card Trib
ute Award Scholarships are
being offered in each of the 50

Anniversary on December
24th with dinner at Ramah
Baptist £hurch with family
and friends.
They were married on

OFFERED

states and the District of
Columbia, plus an additional
nine national awards for high

mouth, so He must have meant
for us to do twice as much lis
tening as talking. “Gossip
betrays confidence; avoid men
who talk too much” Proverbs
20:19
“Listen to advice, accept
instruction and in the end, you
will be wise.” Proverbs 19:20
4. STAND UP: For what
you believe in. Stand for some
thing or you will fall for any
thing. “Let us not be weary in
doing good; for at the proper
time, we will reap a harvest if
we do not give up. Therefore,
as we have opportunity, let us
do good.” Galatians 6:9-10
5. LOOK UP: To the
Lord! “I can do everything
through Him who give me
strength.” Philippians 4:13

ents of seven children, 23

school juniors. They can apply
from a scholarship pool worth
almost $1.5 million.

grandchildren, 23 greatgrand

A student must be enrolled

children, and three great-great

in an accredited public or pri

grandchildren.
****

vate high school in the U S.;

7. LIFT UP: Your Prayers!

have a cumulative grade point

“Do not worry about anything;

average of 2.75 and plan to
attend an accredited institution

instead
PRAY ABOUT
EVERYTHING.” Philipians

of higher learning.

4:6

December 24th,

1931, in

Ocala, FL. They are the par

DOVE TRAVELERS
PLANS YOUTH TOUR
The Dove Travelers Youth
Group (a group dedicated to
improving the lives of our
youth by helping them to
explore new places and things
which will expand their
knowledge of the world and
life) is planning an out of state
tour for June, 2001.
If you are interested in
sending or helping to send a

6. REACH UP: For some
thing higher. “Press toward the
mark for the prize of the high
calling of God in Christ Jesus.”
Philippians 3:14

From “accordions” to “zithers,” you’ll

There is a fee for
photos not taken by
a Weekly Challenger!
photographer.
?

boy or girl on this tour, please
contact Carrie V. Woodberry
at 622-6555 or Florence W.
Ray at 629-2427 to find out
how you can help.
It was 23 years ago that the

A Good Story or Article
- Please Send It To

we have taken kids all over the
U.S. and parts of Canada. Each
year we encounter new faces,

whatever

you

want

among

the

11 million listings on superpages.com5'1
services from Verizon — the number
one online Yellow Pages.

Shop directly over the Internet, locally
or nationally, with businesses in 22 wideranging categories on superpages.com.
From planning a party to buying a car,
get a great head start with advice and
suggestions on a variety of categories.
Quick, customized directions. Simple,
easy-to-read maps. Music to your ears.

If You Think You Have

Dove Travelers Youth Group
was formed. Since that time

find

Jllecklu (Ofallettger

verizon
:zooo Verizon Information Services. All rights reserved.
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North Central Florida
Light
Of The
World
By Daniel Banks
CHURCH
ETIQUETTE

Commission has met and
begun plans for We 16W Annu

it’s in a public toilet! For only

al Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.
Day of Observance on January

Ocala

when we humble ourselves
can we be exalted (and praying

15W, 2001.
Plans Wis year call for an
entire weekend of events. This
will provide an opportunity for

News

in a restroom is not against the
law)! What’s mote important
to you; worrying about who’s

by James Thorpe

more community participa
tion. Activities include our
Prayer Breakfast, a Gospel

watching you and being irrita
ble and snappy all day, or tak
ing it to We Lord in prayer,
which might sometimes hap

EXCLUSIVE FWO

pen during rush hour in the

(FOR WOMEN ONLY)

wiW everyone, all the bad spir

middle lane on We crowded

its have been put to shame, and
God, instead of ourselves, has

interstate?

“Who can find a virtuous
woman? For her price is far

I’m really boWered by pas

above rubies.” Proverbs; 31,11

been edified. Then it’s time to
glorify God in following

tors and clergy and other

you see, by the time we sit
down, we’ve broken We ice

Have you ever wondered
why some worship services

immediately find a place to
bend our knees. I don’t care if

die parade and We main event
at the Dr. Martin Luther King,

WELCOME BACK

Jr., Complex. More informa

and family were away during

Christians who are never

You are cordially invited to
attend a dynamic, powerful

through wiW We order of ser
vice! Now, if I get up and my

pleasant If you’re always as

and anointed seminar for

Weir son in Atlanta, GA.

draws near.
Churches, clubs and orga
nizations are being invited to

sour as a persimmon before it

women only. A time of minis
tering and fellowship for mar

note or forget a line, I’m not as

ripens, how do you expect to
draw lost souls? Are you sour

Johnnie and Florence
Drummers were away wiW

participate in the parade. Those

voice cracks or I fail to reach a

Weir daughters in Pensacola,

tact Wayne Little at 622-5471.

received as the next fellow?

ashamed as when I was bomb

because you’re not ripe, but

ried and single women.
On January 27W, 2001

FL.

Do you wonder why the mem

ing out and being stuck up at

bership doesn’t grow and few

the same time! Once you get
the monkey off your back,

rotten? There’s room at We
altar for you, too. God still sit s

from 10am - until, Central
Christian Church, 3010 NE

Clarence and Ernestine
Coleman were away wiW Weir

Any individual wishing to per
form at We park should contact

on We throne. There’s not a

Have you ever been on pro
gram to speak, sing, play, or
recite and the end result was a
total flop? Do you ever won
der why you’re not as well

people elect to join? I may
have some answers.

tion will be available as time

We Christmas holidays visiting

who are interested should con

supreme court or a supreme

14W Street, Ocala, FL. Hosted
by: Evangelist Shirley Chil-

son in California.
Bernard, Katrina, Tevin

For the most part, those of

being anywhere Wat can un

som & Sis. Linda Jones. Spon

were away in Mississippi to be

us who name the name of
Christ are way too haughty!

your preaching and teaching or
directing or ushering or speak

seat Him! He wasn’t (select
ed. He’s a permanent fixture so

wiW Weir family.

Erroneously, we enter the

ing or announcing or whatever

I urge you to go to Him wiW-

house of God, and from that

you have to do to get We pro

Adrian and Keelan from

moment on, our biggest task is

gram over. For then it’s being

out shame or reservation.
When you get up off your

sored by: Evangelist Mary
Hollingsworth.
There will be professional,
dynamic, awesome women of

629-2948.
We also ask for donations
in order to make Wis day a suc
cess. Please make checks
payable to the M.L.K Com

God available and anointed to

getting in and getting out The
biggest task should be, and is,

done in We proper spirit and

knees or when you get up from

Washington, DC visiting Weir
mother, DoroWy Thomas and

memorative Commission.
Remember, Wis is a com

lying prostrate on your face

grandmoWer,

humbling ourselves enough to

when you show love it always
comes back to you in one form

munity effort!
An all-day celebration of

speak to and shake the hand of

or another. I’m a living wit

everyone in the building, pro

The quickest way to the top is
down (on our knees)! I

souls.

time! Once we’ve accom

ness.
God is love and We chil
dren of God must have deep

in your minds, refreshed in
your spirit and revived in your

remember We words of an old

Cuisine Luncheon served

plished the task of properly

reservoirs of love filled to

church mother who always

from 12 - 1:30pm. Must be 21

greeting everyone, whether we

capacity at all times. We must
not be cold and bitter like the

said, “Humble is the way!”
Pray my strengW in the Lord.

years or older to attend.
Special Guests: Butter

vided, of course, we arrive on

like the person or not, Wen we
should go to the altar and med
itate before the Lord for a

heaWens of We world. If we

while. It might be We only pri
vate time you’ll have wiW

we prove to Wem, thereby, Wat
the love of God does not dwell
within us. When We cares of
Wis world cause our spiritual

Him all day! When those two
jobs are out of the wayWeri
we’re ready for worship! So

are rude and short wiW people,

“cups” to run low, we must

before Him, you’ll see a
marked difference in your life.

ALL ARTICLES I
SUBMITTED
MUST BE
TYPEWRITTEN
OR NEATLY
PRINTED

Afterwards, go home renewed

cup’s Lingerie, Unique Fash
ions & 3-in-l Facials available
at your discretion.
For additional information
contact Evang. Hollingsworth
at (352) 687-4578. RSVP by
January

Annie

Arthur.
Derrick Ponder was home

and anxiety.

studying the effects Wat Wese
regulations will have on the

icy affect the healW of our

mothers’ well-being,” Kneipp

minority and economically

said. “Obviously, more re

constrained populations, nurs
ing needs to become more rig

“As changes in public pol

search needs to be done.”
In a commentary accom
panying Kneipp’s research

orous in its study of the social
implications on healW,” Quinn

article, Agatha A. Quinn, an

wrote. ‘Working at any job at

associate professor in the divi

any price to family healW and

sion of healW experience and

security is not preferable to
dependency on government

technology at the University of
Colorado HealW Sciences
Center in Denver, called for
additional research on We topic
using broader definitions of
healW, including measures of
stress, practices to reduce

We Rev. Dr. Martin LuWer
King, Jr’s Birthday.

wiW his grandmoWer, Hester
Thower. Derrick is a student at
University of Central Florida

subsidy.”
Kneipp noted Wat one goal
of the federal government’s
HealWy People 2010 report is
to eliminate socioeconomic
disparities in healW status.

READ A NEWSPAPER
EVERYDAY
United Theological Seminary
and
Bible College
Extension Ocala, Florida
Second Bethlehem Baptist Association
Dr. O.V. Pinkston, Moderator
Dr. Fred Maeweathers, Sr., Center Director
Dr. B.F. Martin, President
352-351-5029 OR 352-237-5215
Monday
8:30-9:30
PM

•Prayer Breakfast
•Martin Luther King Jr.,
Park

in Orlando, FL.
Ebony, Sonya and John
were home with Weir parents,
Cora and James Thorpe. They
live in Tallahassee, FL.
MLK, JR
COMMEMORATIVE
COMMISSION

12W (for proper

children should not preclude

(vendors) James Thorpe at

HOME FOR
CHRISTMAS

Sis.

stress, and histories of sexual
abuse, substance dependency

Tina Greene at 873-6377 or
Wanda Walker at 368-5952,

chances are you won’t fail to
impress the whole church wiW

answer Wose questions Wat
you’ve never ventured to ask!

“Evaluating We conse

The Dr. Martin LuWer
King, Jr. Commemorative

from page 8

quences of welfare reform on

Explosion, Church Program,

count) at (352) 620-6584.

HOME
J
Eugene and Jessie Swift

don’t go as well as others?

Welfare

•Ecumenical Service
•Commemorative Cele
bration
•Want to Display Your Tal
ents? Contact: Wanda Walker,
368-5952 or Cynthia Graham,
867-4929
•Vendors -GontactJames,,

Saturday
8:00 AM10:15AM

Tuesday
9:00 AM12:00 PM
and
6:30 PM9:30 PM

Offering Degrees in Theology, Religious Education,
and Certification in Two Extension Courses
Masters Program
External Studies in the areas above for residents
over 60 miles away
LOCATED AT:

1105 Northwest Ath Street, Ocala, Florida 34475
Main Campus in Monroe, Louisiana

Thorpe 629-2948.

The Florida Lottery has
BIG PLANS FOR THE FUTURE. HERS.
If you look at the chart below, you can see exactly how

Meet Lakesha Rivers, a rather outstanding young

many students in your area have attended college thanks

lady and, for the past three years, a Bright Futures

to Bright Futures Scholarships.

Scholar. It wasn't easy for Lakesha to get where she is

Bright Futures Scholarships

today. She was encouraged by her parents to let nothing
stand in the way of her success. And she didn't. She worked

The real thanks, however, goes to the people who play the
hard and graduated from high school eleventh in a class
games of the Florida Lottery. Because of your participation, the
of 500. Yet her chances of going to college were uncertain.
Lakesha Rivers
Bright Futures Scholarship Recipient

Lottery has been able to contribute to Bright Futures Scholarships
and more. Since 1988, over ten billion dollars have gone to fund a

Fortunately, Lakesha was awarded a Bright Futures
variety of programs that benefit students from pre-school through
Scholarship funded by the Florida Lottery. And her dream
of going to Florida International University became a reality.
While there, she wasted no time excelling, and got her degree

Bright Futures Scholarships
Citrus County

543

Hardee County

165

Hernando County

563

Highlands County

393

Hillsborough County
Manatee County

in Criminal Justice in just three years.

5,370

give someone what may be the chance of a lifetime. For more
information about the Florida Lottery and funding for education in

818

Pasco County

1330

Pinellas County

4377

Polk County

2,121

Sarasota County

1,277

Total

college. So the next time you play, remember: you're helping to

your area, visit our website at www.flalottery.com.

16,957

Florida Lottery,
© 2000 FIorida Lottery

When you play, we all win.

►
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New Year’s Day Feast

READERS CHOICE

Preservation Hall
Jazz Band: A Night
In New Orleans—

Tiling ^ood
<Booll ^3o Jlifs.

Book
Review
by

TAMPA- If New Orleans
Preservation Hall is its most

tion of traditional jazz.
Featured in Preservation
Hall Jazz Band: A Night in

enduring monument. Preser

New Orleans are band mem

vation Hall Jazz Band: A Night

bers Ben Jaffe (bass and man
ager of Preservation Hall),

Tl^uxpb

is the birthplace of jazz, then

Reader’s Choice is proud

you want to understand street-

to be dedicated to promoting
the science of reading and

comer life in the inner city, you

quenching the thirst for knowl
edge in our community
through our bookstore, it is our
way of helping you step out of

in New Orleans, a one-hour

must read We Corner'.!
THE PEOPLE COULD ELY
A meritan Back Folktales
/^VIRGINIA HAMILTON
a ANIi IXIJUDfi

the “Darkness” and into We
“Light” of knowledge, right
knowledge. Reader’s Choice

book review:

The Urty, Her U>v«r and
twst
* c Maximiae th« Momont

Children: The People
Could Fly - American Black
Folktales.

take us back to the very begin

INVESTMENT

ning of peoples lives, hopes

Faith, Family
and Finance

folktales were bom wiW peo
ple, most of whom long ago

op T. D. Jakes books have
touched We lives of millions

were brought from Africa to

tures as Wey left We past, Weir

women and men across We

The African in them was

world. In We “Great Invest

forcibly suppressed by white
slave owners. They were not

ment” Bishop Jakes gives
readers We blueprint for bal
anced successful living. He

2001, “The Larry Annual
Family Get TogeWer” was

ation Center.
During this blessed event

this acclaimed filmmaker,

Wis country against Weir will.
Tom from Weir individual cul
families, social groups, cus

held at the Sterling Park Recre-

TAMPA - In the hands of

and defeats. American black

and his lectures and television
shows reach into We hearts of

TAMPA - On January 1,

toms and languages behind.

supposed to speak Weir own
languages. The slave owners

white cometist who landed We

Jazz, airing on WEDU begin

ning on Monday, Jan. 8W at
9pm, is a journey across an

died that jazz was an exclu
sively white creation; Bix Bei

Bums notes. “The discovery
Wat has meant We most to me

American landscape divided

derbecke, who risked We

by war, segregated by race,

ridicule of his friends and fam

has been We astonishing music
of Louis Armstrong. He is to

united through swing and
dance, and ultimately re

ily to dedicate his like to
music; Duke Ellington, We

mus ic in We 20W century what
Einstein is to physics and We

deemed through this most

pampered son of middle-class

Wright BroWers are to travel.”

American of art forms. “Jazz!'

parents who turned a whole

Jazz, six years in We mak

We drummer Art Blakey liked

orchestra of extraordinary

ing, unfolds over 10 nights. All

to say, “washes away the dust

musicians into his own person

episodes air at 9pm.

of everyday life.”
“Jazz is much more Wan a

al instrument; Benny Good
man, We son of Russian Jew

•Monday, Jan. 8 “Gumbo” (Beginnings to

study of this extraordinary

ish immigrants from We slums

1917) 90 minutes.

American music,” Bums says.

of Chicago who brought big

“Jazz offers a precise prism

band swing - We music that

•Tbesday, Jan. 9 - “The
Gift” (1917-1924) 2 hours.

made Wem speak American

taken right from the Bible, that

English but forbade them to

motivates him to accomplish

learn to read or write. It is
amazing Wat We former

through which so much of

had been bom in We black

Africans could ever smile or
laugh, let alone make up rid

American history can be seen.

community - to We whole

Embedded in We music, in its

country and became a matinee
idol; Billie Holiday, We trou
bled daughter of a Baltimore
house maid whose distinctive
style of 'Singing transcended
We limitations of her own

aging oWers to succeed, even
in We face of limitations. He
explains how faiW, family and
finance , is the cornerstone of g.
fife of moral success - success
based on God’s plan. Through
out We book, Jakes offer pow
erful nuggets.
FaiW: FaiW is believing in

tacts We plantation slaves

things, when common sense
tells you not to.

ries and habits came a body of
folk expressions about We

Family: Have a vision and

The slaves created tales in

and achieve specific goals
each year.

bit, fox, bear, wolf, turtle,
snake and possum took on We

ti mes greater Wan your current

characteristics of We people
found in the new environment

liabilities.

of We plantation.
This book includes tales

success and accomplish every

such as:
- His lion, bruh bear, and

thing Wat God has promised.

bruh rabbit
- Doc rabbit bruh fox and
tar baby.
- Papa John’s tall tale.
- Carrying We running aways.
-The riddle tale of free
dom.
-The most useful slave.
These folktales can be
enjoyed by young and old
alike.

Best Seller: The Comer
This powerful true story takes
place during a 12 monW peri
od in the life of an inner-city
neighborhood located in Balti
more, Maryland. The names
Wat appear are real. At We cen

brings

Joseph Lastie, Jr. (drums),

•Wednesday, Jan. 10 “Our Language” (1924-1928)
2 hours
•Monday, Jan. 15 - “The
True Welcome” (1929-1935)2
hours.

•Wednesday, Jan. 17“Swing: Pure Pleasure” (19351937) 90 minutes

music into great art; Charlie
Parker, We son of a Pullman

American history.”

chef from Kansas City, who

Wan 500 pieces of music,
2,400 stills and over 2,000

came to New York to launch a
musical revolution and Wen

•TUesday, Jan 23 - ‘Dedi
cated to Chaos” (1940-1945) 2

destroyed himself at 34; and

hours.

archival film clips-many rare

Miles Davis, a dentist’s diffi

and never before seen-We
series follows We growW and

cult son from East St. Louis
whose search for new was to

•Monday, Jan. 29 - “The

development of jazz from We

sound made him We most

Adventure” (1955-1960) 2

gritty streets of New Orleans to
We Lincoln Gardens on Chica

influential musician of his gen
eration.

hours.

go’s Southside where Louis
Armstrong first won fame,
from Prohibition-era speak

Among Wose and We hun

WiW 75 interviews, more

•Wednesday, Jan. 24 -

Masterpiece by Midnight”,

dreds of oWer talented figures
in We film, however, one musi

(1961 - present) 2 hours.

easies to the wide-open clubs
of Kansas City, from Times
Square’s elegant Roseland

cian towers over We rest: We
faWeriess New Orleans street

resource dedicated to educa

waif whose unrivaled genius

tion, culture and citizenship,
and exist through We direct

Ballroom where only whites

helped turn jazz into a soloist’s

financial support of We com

were allowed to dance, to
Harlem’s more egalitarian

art, who influenced every

munity.

(clarinet),

this

Rickie Monie (piano), Frank

indigenous American

Demond (trombone), Wendell

music form.
The concert, taped live at

Brunious
(trumpet)
and
Narvin Kimball (banjo). Col

Preservation Hall in December

lectively, Wese musicians rep
resent the industry’s elite - a

Orleans jazz and We genera
tions of artists who strived to

finely tuned band whose

preserve it. Embraced by its
unique combination of down-

Together, they keep alive the

at-the-heels surroundings and

traditions and history of Wis

sweet sounds, standing-roomonly crowds have flocked to

uniquely American sound.

why we call

this one-room music hall for

resource dedicated to educa

more than three decades.

tion, culture and citizenship,

it the

Located just a few steps from

and exists through We direct

PRESENT

We technicolor of Bourbon

financial support of the com

Street, Preservation Hall
stands as New Orleans’ bas-

munity.

Every day is
a gift. That’s

WEDU is an essential

Improving Communication
Between You And Your Elders
ST.

PETERSBURG -

Grab your brown bag lunch

cult period of life during which
Wey require a great deal of

Almvig.

punch) and join us for this

support. Understanding We
aging process, the impact of

WiW a Masters degree in
Gerontology, Chris has wor
ked as a counselor for elders

informative session at We Sun

coping wiW loss, and learning

and their families for over 20

shine Center Pelican Room,

how to improve communica

330 5W St. No., SL Petersburg,

tion between you and your

years. As a trainer in geronto
logical issues, she has taught

Wed. January 10W from noon

loved ones, can help everyone

to 1pm.
Changes Wat occur wiW

to contend wiW change more

(we’ll provide cookies and

graduate courses and designed
and conducted hundreds of

aging vary from person to per

successfully. This presentation
will provide tips for approach

professionals

son. Some elderly people retail

ing such topics as: advance

members interested in improv

their vigor and alertness and
continue to lead active, pro

directives, home care, healW or

ing relationships wiW Weir
elders.

ductive lives wiW little or no
assistance. However, for many
people, old age can be a diffi-

making, finances and prob

workshops for human service

mental healW care, decision
lems in family relationships.
Presented

OMTIC

by:

Chris

and

family

Space is limited. Call Sally
Marvin at 893-7102 wiW your
reservation today!

fe*

Footwear: Nike/Adidas/Saucony & More
Apparel: Damani Oada/AvirexZKarl Kani & More
Men's, Women's & Children's Sizes
727-866-6944

“Risk (1945-1955) 2 hours.

•Wednesday, Jan. 31 - “A

Grillier

members, hail from highly
regarded musical families.

many blessings over the past
year.

surprises,”

•Monday, Jan. 22 “Swing: The Velocity of Cele
bration” (1937-1939) 2 hours

NEAR ALBERTSON’S PLAZA
2910 54TH AVENUE SOUTH
ST. PETERSBURG FLORIDA

OPEN: MONDAY - SATURDAY 10AM - 7PM
SUNDAY 12NOON-5PM

WEDU is an essential

singer, every instrumentalist -

Change your fife/

Savoy Ballroom where people
of all colors mingled.
Throughout this musical
journey, some of America’s
most original, most creative

Design Essentials — Menders

and most tragic personalities

Revlon — T.C.B. - Bantu

These books can be pur
chased at: Readers Choice

emerge, including: We pianist

Books and Gift Expressions,
4301-34W St So., Suite 102,
St Petersburg, FL, Formerly

pimp and full-time ladies man,
who falsely claimed to have

Mo-Kart Ph: 867-3696.

voice and turned mediocre

project

unequaled in We unfolding
drama and parade we call

slaves and their experiences.
which animals such as We rab

This book provides We
tools to help chart a course for

and transcendence, of affirma
tion in We face of adversity,

made, combined wiW memo

purpose for your family. Set

Finances: Current assets
should be approximately two

riveting biographies and soar
ing artistic achievement can
bei found our oft-neglected
conscience, a message of hope

dles, songs, jokes and tell tales.
In spite of the hard labor
and. suffering nothing could
suppress Weir powers and
imagination. Through the con

every artist-who came after
him: Louis Armstrong. “Each

first jazz recording contract
and insisted until We day he

shares the principles, many are

his goals, in hopes of encour

they had an enormous feast
and everyone rejoiced for Weir

A 10-Part Documentary
By Ken Burns-----------------

Black folktales

were first recorded in We late
nineteenW century. Folktales

The Great Investment:
FaiW, Family, Finance - Bish

David

day, Jan. 8W at 10:30pm, offers
viewers a rare performance of

of 1999, celebrates New

knows Wat reading is We vehi
cle to knowledge. This week’s

.
< ft .
T.D. Jakes

special airing on WEDU Mon

Nexus — Paul Mitchell

Jelly Roll Morton, a sometime

I Classes

Hires Hairstyling
3427 - 11th Avenue North

invented jazz but was We first

St. Petersburg, FL 33713

to show Wat it could be written

Telephone: 323-8649

Enroll now!
_

start
Jan. 8

down; Nick LaRocca, We

ter of We narrative is fifteen
year old DeAndre McCul
lough, whose parents, Gary
and Fran, were once trying to
pull Wemselves out of West
Baltimore, but when they suc
cumb to the comer’s tempta
tions, DeAndre’s future hangs
in We balance. Many of the
characters struggle just to sur
vive - let alone escape We drug

ML

SPJC advantages:

CERAMIC TILE BLOWOUT
Truckloads of Imported Ceramic Tile ore stacked to the ceiling and are
overflowing into our parking lot for his sale. Italian, natural Stone and
Elegant High Gloss Marble looks starting at just 99 C sq. ft. If you're
looking for ceramic tile or laminates, don't miss this sale!
NATURAL STONE
4k

Assorted
Patterns Priced
From

UUV

sq. ft.

RUSTIC STONE
Imported
from Italy
13x13

C9

4A
Ti
■ sq.ft.
|

he, too, become a casualty of
the comer? The comer is a
remarkable book tough, de;manding, and rewarding. If

Our warehouse is jam packed with carpet rolls and remnants. Ride our
golf carts and see one of the largest inventories o, carpet seen
anywhere. Berbers, Textures, Prints, Cut & Loops, even Stainmasters
at warehouse prices.

ELEGANT HIGH GLOSS

OO

imported
from Spain
16x16

“ **
| sq.ft.

ITALIAN DESIGNER
Won’t Last Long
Must See
18x18

A. O

|

**
sq.ft.

«

HUNDREDS OF ROLLS IN STOCK

REMNANT BLOWOUT
12x9’s
From $36.00
12x12’s From $49.00
12x15’s From $59.00
s,,«

market Wat fuels Weir world.
his parents addiction, or will

CARPET ROLL & REMNANT BONANZA

OVER 200,000 SQ. FT. OF CERAMIC IN STOCK

& Sizes

Will DeAndre rise above

f

1%'10

BERBER BLOWOUT

Best Selection And Prices Found Anywhere
Super

Priced

£

Patterns
& Colors

u
sq. ft.
(THAT'S ONLY $5.04 SQ. YO.)

CLEARANCE CARPET ROLLS
_/O
SAVE
Off Original Prices

HEAVY
w
Over 30

p,iad

In-Stock
colors

From

TEXTURE

■» ■
A

£

(727) 345-SPJC
www.spjc.edu

sq. ft.

(THAT'S ONLY $603 SQYD)

CARPE1r STORE

• affordable classes
• academic excellence
• convenient Pinellas County locati,
Personalized attention
l^nety of program

Tamm

St. Petersburg

5015 HILLSBOROUGH AVE.

S.W. CORNER Of 22ND AVE. & 28TH ST. N.

LAKELAND
3710 U.S. HWY. 92 E.

BAYONET POINT
N.E. CORNER OF U.S. 19 HWY. 52

249-2088

321-9590

New Store 667-4511

868-7424

St. Petersburg Junior College
college!

Your

Since 1927
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28th American Music Awards

New Members—pagvi

Clarence Welch

11

Rob Faw

L-R: Toni Braxton, Outkast and Pink and Britney Spears
LOS ANGELES, CA The 28th annual “AMERI

“Award of Merit” will be pre
sented to Janet Jackson for her

Music Awards are selected by

“outstanding contributions to
the musical entertainment of

of approximately 20,000, tak

the governing body of The

CAN MUSIC AWARDS’’ spe
cial will be telecast “live” on

Kenny Chesney, Sean “Puffy”
Combs, Creed, Destiny’s
Child, Dream, Everlast, Car

Hospice of the Florida Sun-

the ABC Television Netwoik

ing into account geographic
location, age, sex and ethnic

men Electra, “Sabrina, The
Teenage Witch’”s Melissa

coast -- the largest not-forprofit, community based hos

Los Angeles, California, on

origin, have been sent ballots
by the National Family Opin

Joan Hart, JaRule, Donell

•Sharon Miletich, presi
dent of The Miletich Group,

pice in existence. Everyday

Monday, January 8th, 8-llpm,

which provides consulting ser

The Hospice cares for more

vices to oiganizations seeking
quality self-assessment and

than 1350 seriously-ill people
and their families in Pinellas

Eastern & Pacific time (7-10
pm, Central). The TV special

the American public.” Previ
ous recipients of this award
have been Bing Crosby, Beny
Gordy, Irving Berlin, Johnny
Cash, Ella Fitzgerald, Perry

improvement assistance.

County.

*

Michael Gaines

mediation for an assortment of
clients including the U.S.
Postal Service.

Penny Levin

from the Shrine Auditorium in

is a presentation of dick claik
productions, inc., with Gaik
serving as Executive Producer.
Hosting the telecast will be
Britney Spears and LLCool J.
Nominations for the
AWA
RDS" are in eight categories.
In the Pop/Rock, Country, and

The board of directors is

If You Think You Might
Have A Good Story Or
Article - Please Send It
To The Challenger^

Soul/Rhythm & Blues cate
gories, awards will be present
ed for Favorite Male and

Sharon Miletich

Parent, Community Involvement
Crucial For Successful Education
WASHINGTON, DC -

*There was also an in

Immediately following the

crease in math scores on stan

2000 elections that raised the

dardized tests for students in all

education issue to the national

age groups during the 1990s.

stage, American Education

The percentage, of students

Week (AEW) will give a call

who perform above their grade
level increased by 60 percent

to action, encouraging com
munity members to play a role

for fourth and eighth graders.

in helping students succeed.

*At the same time, the per

November 12-18, 2000, thou

centage of students performing

sands of schools will conduct
“Children-Schools-Parents,

below their expected grade
levels decreased by five per
cent for fourth graders, 13 per

Helping Students Achieve”

cent for eighth graders and

that celebrate the achieve

eight percent for high school
seniors.

activities around the theme

ments of America’s students
and schools and invite partic
ipation

from

community

members.
“American

Education

Week 2000 will celebrate the
cooperation and dedication of
all education staff and the par
ents, community and business
members who help students

seniors earning high scores
(over 600) on the SAT
increased by 18 percent.
Recognizing Education
Support Personnel
Teachers are frequently

National

students. So during AEW,
schools will reach out to their
communities and literally open
their doors to increase commu
nity involvement and student
achievement”
Good News About Student
Achievement
AEW presents an opti
mum time to review the

er, Vertical Horizon and Vita

min C.
' The “AMERICAN MU

are opened during the presen

Estefan.
Additionally, legendary
rock group Aerosmith will
receive the special “Award of
Achievement”, acknowledg

Jennifer Lopez, Marilyn Man-

and

ing their rare and distinguished

Alternative Music categories,

son, Ricky Martin, Martina
McBride, TJutkast, Pink,

Adult

Contemporary

SIC AWARDS" special is pro
duced by Al Schwartz and
Larry Klein. Director is Brace
Gowers. Writers are Robert
Arthur and Fred Bronson.
Executive in Charge of Pro
duction is Jack Seifert Coordi
nating Producer is Bob Bardo.
Music Director is Lenny
Stack. John Shaffner and Joe

activities as diverse as book

Favorite Artist. An award will

times previously, with the prior

ment. But, in fact, a laiger team
creates an educational environ
ment in which children know
they are secure and expected to

drives, open houses in class

recipients having been Mich

Among those scheduled to

Designers. Talent Executive is

rooms, poster and essay con
tests, clothing drives, assem

also be presented for Favorite
Soundtrack. In all, a total of 20

ael Jackson, Prince and Mariah

awards will be presented.
In addition, a special

Carey.

serve as presenters are
BBMak, “The Practice’”s Lara

Tyrone George. Executive in
Charge is Fran La Maina.

excel. Since 1987, the Wed
nesday of AEW is Education

ties and career fairs.
The NEA co-founded

Support Personnel (ESP) Day,
established to recognize the

American Education Week

blies, youth mentoring activi

with the American Legion in
1921 to raise awareness about

security officers, health care

the importance of education

personnel, administrative staff,
food service employees, custo

and to encourage public sup
port for it The oiganizations

dians, security officers, and

took action after discovering

transportation personnel who
daily interact with school chil

World War I draftees were illit

dren. Whether tutoring, moni

erate. This year, 13 oiganiza

that one-quarter of the nation’s

toring a child’s attendance, or

tions co-sponsor AEW, includ

providing cold milk or a warm

ing NEA, the PTA, the Ameri

smile, ESPs augment the days
of the nation’snearly 53 mil

can Legion, the American

lion school children.

istrators and the National
School Boards Association.

Association of School Admin

Winners of the American

SHeDAISY, Jessica Simpson
and 3 Doors Down.

Stewart are the Production

Flynn Boyle, Brooks & Dunn,

MBC Makes Contribution
ATLANTA

-

Major

Broadcasting Cable Network
(MBC Network) presented a
sizeable donation to the Tom

program, “Above and Be
yond”. Funding was provided
on behalf of the Evander Holyfield Foundation. Mr. Holy-

tion provides financial assis

financial difficulties and with

tance to HBCU’s by targeting
a specific school on a monthly
basis. The contributions are

out the scholarship monies
may have otherwise been
forced to postpone their educa

Joyner Foundation for its His

field, WBA Heavy-weight

sent directly to the schools and

tion endeavors. This month’s

torical Black Colleges and

Champion, is an Executive

awarded through each school’s

Universities (HBCUs) schol

Board member and Managing

Financial Aid department. The

taigeted school is Alabama
State University, located in

arship fund, as part of the net

Partner of MBC Network.

recipients of the funds are stu
dents who have encountered

work’s community outreach

The Tom Joyner Founda

Birmingham, AL.

What Do Dwight Gooden & Hall Of
Famer Willie Stargell Have in Common?

• Custom Waxing & Detailing

CARWASH)

• We Wash Vans & Pickups Too!
• 24-Hour Self-Service Car Wash

QUIKUJBE')
—-------- 7

220 ■ 34th Street North, St. Petersburg

327-1900

DETAILING
CENTER
SINCE 1958

FULL
SERVICE OIL
CHANGE

SAVE $2°°
30 pt. Oil Change &
Safety Check

8:30 to 5:30 Mon:

THE
WORKS!
SAVE s250
CarWash, Blue Coral,
1000 Tri-Foam Wax System,

Includes Oil, Filter,

Under Chassis Spray &

Lube, Visual Inspect., -

Rust Inhibitor, Wheel Brite,

PLUS “Free Full Service

Armorall Tires, &

CarWash”

scores have increased for stu
dents in all grades on national

system. Results of the voting

' are kept secret until envelopes

awards will be presented for

public schools.-And the news
reading

Town, “Your Big Break’”s
Alfonso Ribeiro, RUN DMC,
Shaggy, William Shatner,
Sisqo, Snoop Dogg, Carl
Thomas, Tyrese, Uncle Crack

tions vafy widely and include

achievements of America’s
is encouraging:
*Since 1994,

tikal, Nelly, *NSYNC, O-

were compiled from data sup
plied by the music industry
trade publication, Radio &
Records, and the Soundscan,
Inc., management information

tation ceremonies.
In addition to Britney
Spears and Aerosmith, among
the others scheduled to per
form on this year’s show are:
Toni Braxton, Billy Gilman,

Wynette, Little Richard, Frank
Sinatra, Billy Joel and Gloria

night, Mandy Moore, Mys-

the nominees on the ballot

• "Free Full Service Car Wash with Oil Change"

Education

Association (NEA). ‘We’re
committed to excellence for all

son, Loretta Lynn, Paul
McCartney, Elvis Presley, The
Beach Boys, Willie Nelson,
Neil Diamond, Merle Haggard, James Brown,, rock pro
moter Bill Graham, Whitney
Houston, Prince, Tammy

Jones, Lil Bow Wow, ‘Politi
cally Incorrect’”s Bill Baher,
Cindy Margolis, Brian McK-

viewed as the focal point for
students’ academic achieve

Schools’ AEW celebra

excel,” said Bob Chase, presi
dent,

Favorite New Artist In the
Rap/Hip Hop, Latin Music,

Kenny Rogers, Michael Jack-

ion, Inc. firm under the super
vision of Broadcast Research
and Consulting, Inc. Names of

accomplishments. This award
has only been presented three

thousands of teachers’ aides,

*In just the last five years,
the percentage of graduating

Female Vocalist, Favorite
group, Favorite Album, and

Como, Benny Goodman,
Chuck Beny, Stevie Wonder,

the public. A national sampling

Air Freshener

"FRESH
'N SHINE
SAVE $2°°
FULL SERVICE
CAR WASH
Polish Wax, Blue
Poly Sealant, Air
Freshener, & Wheel-Brite

Coral

FULL
”
SERVICE
CAR WASH
SAVE $1“
Soft Cloth Car
Wash, Vacuum
Interior, Windows
Cleaned, Dash
Dusted, Exterior Towel
Dried & Detailed

’25.99

*14.00

*11.50

$8.95

Plus Tax • (Reg. $27.99)
Coupon EXPIRES 1/12/01

Plus Tax • (Reg. $16.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 1/12/01

Plus Tax • (Reg. $13.50)
Coupon EXPIRES 1/12/01

PIus Tax • (Reg. $9.95)

At all 7-ll's, ECKERDS, PUBLIX, KASH'N KARRY,
WINN-DIXIE & DISCOUNT AUTO Stores!

Coupon EXPIRES 1/12/01

standardized tests.
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Andrew Shue Challenges
America’s Students To
Perform Acts Of
Kindness And Justice

The 2001 SCLC 16th
Annual National
MLK Drum Major
For Justice Parade
ST. PETERSBURG The Southern Christian Lead

Andrew Shue are calling on
students across America to
honor the dream of Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., by participat
ing in the fourth annual Do
Something Kindness & Justice
Challenge, a school-based

mately 15-25 minutes each
day teaching about the life,
legacy and values of Dr. Mar
tin Luther King, Jr. Students
write down their individual
and each school posts their acts
on Do Something’s educator

ness (helping others) and Acts

thing.oig - where teachers

of Justice (standing up for
what is right) for two weeks
following the Martin Luther

keep track of their community
building efforts and share sto
ries and experiences with

King, Jr., National Holiday

schools nationwide. Top per
forming students and schools

world where each of us has the
opportunity to live up to our
potential,” said Martin Luther
King IH, Chair of the Do
Something & Justice Chal
lenge. “He believed Wat even a
small act of kindness and jus

tice can truly make a difference
in people’s lives. We want
America’s young people to
perform their own positive acts
to help make their dreams for a
better world a reality.”

Institute For Non-Violence
invite you to join us and the
nation in bringing in the New
Year celebrating the life and

school groups who wish to be
in the parade must pick up

King, Jr., National Holiday

their applications at the Enoch
Davis Center and Campbell

fessor of history, who teaches
many courses involving civil-

then executive secretary, a post
he held from 1955-77. Roger
Wilkins’ aunL Marvel Cooke,

commercial litigation. Five

was an assistant to WE.B.

quently, he moved to New

York City, where he joined a
law firm and specialized in
years later, he joined the feder
al government in Washington,
DC where he remained for

DuBois at Crisis from 192830. DuBois (1868-1963), an

seven years. During this peri

leyan University next month.
Roger Wilkins-newsman,

rights issues. This session will
take place in the Davidson
Room, IWU Memorial Stu

NAACP founder, was editor
of Crisis, the organization’s

tice, and Commerce depart
ments. Wilkins eventually was

Gospel Festival at Illinois Wes

od, he served in the State, Jus

legacy of Dr. Martin Luther
King, Jr. as we host the

Recreation Center. All applica

author, scholar, and public ser

dent Center, 104 E. University

tions must be turned in by Jan

vant-will deliver the gospel

SCLC’s 2001 16th Annual

uary 5th, 2001.

SL, Bloomington.
■ IWU will cap the National

monthly magazine, from
1910-34. The NAACP was

named assistant attorney gen
eral, a post be held from 1966-

Holiday marking the birth of

founded by 1909 by black and

69 in President Lyndon B.

slain civil-rights leader and

white citizens committed to

Nobel Peace Prize Laureate
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,
with a seven-hour gospel festi

social justice. The Baltimorebased NAACP is the nation’s

Johnson’s administration.
After leaving the federal

National Martin Luther King,

For information on vend

festival’s keynote address on
Jan. 14th (Sunday) at 5pm in

Jr. Drum Major For Justice
Parade and Festival of Bands

ing for the parade, call 813207-0003. The meetings to

Westbrook Auditorium. Presser Hall (IWU’s School of

on January 14th and 15th in

certify as a vendor will be held

Music), 303 E. University,

in special salute and tribute to
Dr. King and his teachings of

at the Enoch Davis Center,
1111 18th Avenue South, on
the following dates:
•Saturday, Jan. 6th, 10am12noon;

Bloomington. The speech is
entitled, “The Civil Rights

largest civil-rights organization

government, Wilkins was
involved in philanthropic woik

val, beginning at 2pm on Mon

with 500,000 members.

for three years at the Ford

Movement in the 21st Centu
ry”. Admission to Wilkins’

day, Jan 15th in Westbrook
Auditorium, Presser Hall. The

“Roger Wilkins’ appoint
ment as chair of Crisis is a

Foundation. Subsequently, he

speech is open to the public,

gospel festival is open to the
public, free-of-charge.

proud day for civil rights that

launched a new career as a
joumalisL writing for the New

links the past with the present

York Times, Washington Post,
and Washington Star.

•Thursday, Jan. 11th, 68pm; and

free-of-chaige.
Wilkins’ speech will be

Wilkins is the Qarence J.

and signals an exciting future

•Saturday,
10am-12noon.

followed by a 6:30pm dinner
in the Main Lounge of IWU’s

Robinson Professor of History

for the Crisis journal,” said

“Roger Wilkins is perhaps

Memorial Student Center, 104

ginia’s George Mason Univer

Kweisi Mfume, NAACP pres
ident and chief executive offi

best known,” according to a

E. University SL, Blooming
ton. Tickets for dinner can be

sity and a netwoik commenta

purchased at the Main Desk,

In 1998 Wilkins was
named both chairman of the

20,1998.

NAACP’s journal,

a welfare lawyer for local gov

Jan.

13th,

THERE JS ONLY ONE
RACE IN THIS WORLD
• - THEHUMAN RACE!

IWU Memorial Student Cen
ter or by calling Corine Sims at

and American Culture at Vir

tor for National Public Radio.

Crisis,

cer, when Wilkins’ appoint
ment was announced on April

biography, ‘Tor his role in
exposing Watergate in the ‘70s
- a feat that earned him the
Pulitzer Prize-

Wilkins began his career as

will receive national recogni
tion.
Every school in the nation
is invited to participate. Educa
tors can register on the Internet
at http?/coach.dosomething.
org, by calling Do Something
at (212) 523-1189 or by writ
ing to Do Something, 423 W.
55th Street, 8th Floor, New
York, NY 10019 (Attention:
Kindness & Justice Chal
lenge). Each teacher who reg
isters will receive a free Educa
tor Guide with an age-appro

wide will learn the values

for posting Acts of Kindness

priate curriculum, instructions

taught by Dr. King - responsi

and Justice On the Internet and

bility, tolerance,, respect, non

incentives to encourage stu

violence and moral courage -

p

and put these lessons into prac

dent participation.
“We want students to real

tice by performing acts of
kindness and justice in their

ize their power to make a dif
ference,” said Andrew Shue,

schools, homes and communi
ties. Last year, more than 2.8

the actor who co-founded Do
Something in 1993. “Our goal

million students from all fifty

is to give students the skills and

states performed acts of kind

opportunities to create a better
school, community and

“Like my father, I believe

Worid.”
“If students can commit to

in the power of young people

one day of kindness and jus

to change the world,” said

tice, then they can commit to a

King. “Through the Do Some

week of kindness and justice -

thing Kindness & Justice
Challenge, students can put

a week becomes a year, a year
becomes a lifetime,” King

into practice the ideals to

said.

King’s dream alive.

issues. This session will
involved Paul Bushnell, pro

ernment in Cleveland. Subse

website - http://coach.dosome-

Each day between January
15-26, 2001, students nation

ness and justice to keep Dr.

that

which his uncle, Roy Wilkins
(1910-81), edited in the 1930s
and 1940s before being named
NAACP acting secretary and

acts of kindness and justice,

leadership program that en
courages students in grades K12 to perform Acts of Kind

(January 15-26,2001).
“My father dream of a

team

nesses, agencies, institutions,
elementary-middle and high

"High Stepping" performances

life.”
Educators spend approxi

he will meet at 3pm with IWU
students to discuss civil-rights

ership Conference and the
Florida Martin Luther King, Jr.

who will perform their renown

Luther King III and actor

the Washington Post’s Pulitzer
unmasked the Watergate scan

bands from around the nation

which my father devoted his

Prior to Wilkins’ address,

Prize-winning

Non-Violence.

(309) 828-4602.

A journalist who was part of

dal will headline the 11th
annual Dr. Martin Luther

2001 features top marching

NEW YORK - Martin

BLOOMINGTON, ILL-

All oiganizations, busi

downtown St. Petersbuig,
Florida. This St. Petersbuig
first official event of the year

Andrew Shue and Martin Luther King III

Pulitzer Prize-Winning Journalist To
Address MLK Gospel Festival At IWU

Local Hero Serves In
AmeriCorps NCCC, The
Domestic reace Corps
CHARLESTON, SC Kathryn Ward, originally from

Southeast campus have been

Hudson, FL., is devoting ten

region, which includes Alaba

serving since October in the

months to the AmeriCorps-

ma, Arkansas, Florida, Geor

*National Civilian Communi
ty Corps (NCCC), a national

gia, Kentucky, Louisiana, Mis

service program created to
improve the environment, en
hance education, increase pub
lic safety, address unmet
human needs and assist with
disaster relief.
Ward, a Team Leader, is

sissippi, North Carolina, Puer
to Rico, South Carolina, Ten
nessee and the Virgin Islands.
NCCC members received
intensive training the first three
weeks of the program, which
emphasized teamwork, leader
ship development, communi

assigned to the Southeast cam

cation and service learning.

pus in Charleston, SC and
joins hundreds of other NCCC

Prior to joining NCCC,
Ward attended Ridgewood

members stationed at one of

High School.

five campuses; the others are

For

located in Perry Point, Md.,

more information about apply

San Diego, Calif., Washington,

ing to an AmeriCorps pro
gram, call 1-800-942-2677 (1-

DC and Denver, Colo.
Eighteen teams from the

800-94-ACORP).

02000 PuUx Super Markets, Inc.
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ENTERTAINMENT
Christmas At “Villa Cabana”
ST.

PETERSBURG -

imMMIHBAI

co-workers from the Verizon

ed at 2600 4th Street South,

and getting involved serving

Cabana staff had a respite

Company.

expressed deep gratitude to the

Each resident received gifts

sponsors for their unselfish
attitude, their caring and gre

refreshments and singing
along with the golden years

evening also.
Shown here are personnel

residents.

from the Verizon along with

Villa Cabana Retirement
Home enjoyed their “Third

Communication

Annual Christmas Extrava

from the sponsors of the event.

ganza” recently..
Arranged by Karen and

Owner

of

the

Villa

gariousness for staying around

We can say the entire Villa

gleeful residents and staff.

Cabana, Ho Young, RN, locat

Tampa Bay Week “Year In
Review” The Insider’s View
Of The Year 2000--------- —
TAMPA - In this prime

ough County courthouse and

Olson, Denise Lasher and

time special, host Syl Farrell

the City, of St Petersbuig may

highlights the top public affairs

oral race.

Annette DeLisle.
Tampa Bay Week is a
primetime public affairs' pro

issues from the year 2000

Farrell leads the panel in

through conversation with a
panel of journalists and politi

reviewing other local and
political issues including local

cal insiders on WEDU Friday,

election results, school deseg

insider’s view of the hot topics
on the weekly news scene -

Jan; 5th at 9pm.

regation in Hillsborough and
Pinellas counties and the con

from the police blotter, to the
political kingpins, to the down

troversy surrounding the State

for this one-hour special. Fur

Attorney’s Office.
The panel includes jour

town towers of business
power.
WEDU is an essential

thermore, the program takes an

nalists Leslie Spencer, Joseph

resource dedicated to educa

in-depth look at the following

Brown, Daniel Ruth, Rob

issues as they relate to the

Lorei, Lynn Marvin and
Howard Troxler; political

tion, culture. and citizenship,
arid exists, through the direct

With the new President
elect on board, the presidential
election is one of the hot topics

Tampa Bay area - the investi
gation behind the Hillsbor

insiders Mark Proctor, Candy

gram on WEDU providing an

financial support of the com
munity.

New Single “Thank You In
Advance” From Nathan

Kmart ■ select Spec's Music
Desoto Square, N.
Gulfview Square & Eagle Ridge Malls

NEW YORK - On Dec.

The video for “Thank You

their music to fans in smaller

12th, Grammy Award winning

In Advance,” directed by Dai

markets as a “Thank You” for

quartet Boyz II Men released
‘Thank You In Advance,” the

ren Grant was shot in Toronto,
Canada in October and will be

their support.

second single off their current
record Nathan Michael Shawn

serviced to BET, MTV and

Since 1992; Boyz n Men
have sold over 34 million

VH1 within the next two

records worldwide, earned

Wanya.
The album was
released on Sept. 12th and

weeks. “Thank You In
Advance” features the bonus

numerous awards including
four Grammy’s, set sales

debuted at #4 on the Billboard

track ‘Leader of (he Pack”.

records and reigned as one of

Top 200 Chart “Thank You In
Advance,” the sultiy ballad

Boyz II Men wrote ifas an

the most beloved vocal acts of

answer to all boy band ques
tions that have ever been posed
to them.

our time.
tact Wendy Washington, VP,

Boyz II Men has em
barked on a seventeen dale

Universal Records, (212) 373.0702.

penned by Shep Crawford is
reminiscent of Classic Boyz II
Men with soaring harmonies
and an infectious mfelody. that
recalls the days ofCooleyhighharmony.

SPECIAL
SNEAK PREVIEW
FRIDAY JANUARY 5

For more information con

promotional tour in supjxrrt of
their album. They are bringing

ONE7 BIG SHOT.
ONE
THE SWITCH IS

Martin Luther King, Jr.,
Celebration At The Florida
Aquarium--------------------------TAMPA- The Aquarium
honors the life of Dr. Martin

visit
‘This celebration is the

Scott, District 3 Commission
er.

Luther King, Jr., with a three-

continuation of the ‘dream’ of
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr., in
affording every citizen the

The Florida Aquarium Saturday, Jan. 13th - Monday,
Jan. 15th, 2001. All three days:

opportunity, to qualify educa

kids 12 and under FREE.
Contact for more informa
tion (813)273-4000.

day celebration. In the spirit of
King’s dream, the Aquarium is
providing special opportunities
for every family and Child in

tion, wholesome recreation

the Tampa Bay community to

and relaxation.”

- Thomas

Please Support Our
Paper by Supporting
Our Advertisers

i*

f JULIA'STILK • SEAFfI

SfiME THE LAST DANCE
■Wlinte wiminUIVU MDEImn aTHHui wnr JMIAIB
SKIMIMIK IBM HMM "8IUMM
"SBflllMtaBBBa □MAW

A
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For Violence And Language
Touchstone
Pictures

SOUNDTRACK AVAILABLE ON HOLLYWOOD RECORDS

www.savethelastdance.com

For rating reasons, go to www.filmratings.com.

MUVICO

SPECIAL SNEAK PREVIEW

BAYWALK 20

FRIDAY, JANUARY 5

101 3rd Avenue North
(727) 502-0965

K

www.doubletake.movies.com

-SPECIAL ENGAGEMENTNO PASSES OR DISCOUNT
TICKETS ACCEPTED

Opens January 12 At Theatres Everywhere
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Breakthrough Traveler’s Rest
Pleasant Grove Moore’s Chapel
Christian
Missionary
Center ------- — Missionary Baptist Baptist Church
Where

of the church should be pre

Everybody Is Somebody”
Rev. Marcus Burke, and

sent For transportation please

Moore’s

istry.
The Anne E. Heath Area

“The

Happy New Year! We are
thankful and give praises to
God for His blessings, His
abundant favor, His rich mercy
and grace to see another year.

Happy New Year! We
Made It! We’ie Here! Year
2001! The Year of Supernatur
al Debt Cancellations! Contin
ue to give God all of the praise
for bringing us through every
situation in 2000.
There will be no service
this Friday. But we’re looking
for you Sunday morning @
11am and 7:30pm with Pastor
Glenn ministering in both ser
vices.
Be sure and tune in to
WRXB on Sunday morning
from 9:30-10 for our 15 sec
ond countdown to the new

year. Hear what was happen
ing at Breakthrough.
The Month of January is
our “Consecration Month”!
Jan. 9-12 @ 7:30pm nightly
our special guest will be Bish
op Sammy L. Huff out of
Detroit, MI. Jan. 16-19 Evan
gelist Larry Stevens, Mt. Dora,
FL; Jan. 23-26 Pastor/Evange-

Pastor Joseph Gordon and
the Pleasant Grove Church

Music Workshop in Charlotte,
North Carolina on January 25-

render song service and Usher

ship with us on Sunday, Janu-

Helen Williams, Minister of

ary 7, 2001. Sunday School
begins at 9:30am followed by
Midmoming worship at 1 lam.

Music.
Activities:
Thurs., Jan 4: Mid-Day

The Deacons and Deacon-

Bible Study, 11am; Mass

nesses Ministries will be in

Choir Rehearsal, 7pm.

chaige of devotion. The Mass
Choir will sing, Usher Board

Sat, Jan. 6: Men’s Min
istry, 9am; Deaconess (Com

#1 will perform dooikeeping

munion) 10am; Music Min

duties,, and the Men’s Ministry

istry (Special Meeting) 10am.
Mon., Jan. 8: District #3 &

ing sermon. Holy Communion
will be served.
As the new year begin, we

istry, 7pm.
Wed., Jan. 10: Prayer and

are asking for the continued
support of all ministry leaders

Praise led by Christian Min
istry, 7pm; Bible Study, 7:30-

and the entire congregation as
we embark toward a new spir

8:30pm.
Travelers’ Rest is the

itual level in Christ

Church where Christ is the
center of attraction and the

Members are reminded to
mark their calendar for our
installation service for all lead
ers on Sunday, January 21 at
6pm.

Remember no dress codecome as you are. Happy 7th to
our nephew, Cortez Neal.

The Family That Prays
Together Stays Together
"Soaring Higher in
Christ Jesus"

event which will be held in

will sing directed and accom

dent Deacon Philip Carter pre-

March, 2001. Sister Midge

panied by Minister of Music,

Study Wed. 7pm.
Youth Choir (ages 5-12)

Blair, Chairperson.

Michael Melvin, with Carlos

Rehearsal, Tue. 5:30pm.

Farley on the drums. The

Choir No. One will render

Pleasant Grove tours the
Smoky Mountains, April 7th -

Lay Organization-Meet
ing, Mon. after the 3rd Sunday.

song service and Usher Board
No. One will serve. Holy

July 29th - August 4th, 2001.

. siding. Mid-moming worship
service begins at 10:50am.

Communion will be adminis
tered in both services.
Also, the General Mission
will meet at 3:30pm. Sister

Church Of

Pastor: Elder B.O. Walker

Macon,

Sundays.
W.M.S.-Wed., after 1st

328-0022, Robert

Golden, 867-0156 and Mose
Bell, 867-0601.
Church

will

begin

at

9:30am with Superintendent
Mose Bell, in charge. Assisted
by Assistant Superintendent

Male Chorus Rehearsal-

Sunday 6pm.
YP.D.-Meeting, 3rd Sun
day 4pm.
Women Growth Meeting2nd Sat 11am.

Anthony Macon. All officers

Emmanuel Christian Fellowship
“The highway of the
upright is to depart from evil;
he that keepeth his way pre

have his way as usual. We

Service, Pastor Evans, will

invite our many friends to con

deliver the message from the
Lord. Please share with us.

Proverbs

tinue to worship with us.
We thank God for allow

On Sunday, January 7th,

ing us to assemble once again,
and see a New Year, the 21st

Monday Night 7pm.

Century!
Communion

Let us pray for our children
always.

served! his soul.”
16:17

the services at Emmanuel will
continue as the Holy Spirit see
fit We will let go and let God

will

be

Service for the evening
will begin at 6pm. Bible Study

served in the A.M. Worship

Bethel Coirraunity
Baptist Church
1045 - 16th Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712
PHONE: 896-6722

Rev. Manuel L. Sykes
Services

Home: 896-8006
Bro. Robert Smith

Sunday School .. .................. 8:45 a.m.

Sunday Morning Bible Class ........ 9:00 a.m.
Sunday Morning Worship...........10:30
a.m.
Ladies Bible Class Monday................. 7:00 p.m.
Sunday Evening Worship .........5:00 p.m.
Monday Evening Bible Class............... 7:00 p.m.
Wednesday Evening Bible Class .. . .7:00 p.m.

ST MARK MISSIONARY BAPTIST CHURCH
1301 - 37th Street South; St. Petersburg, FL

Worship Service ......................10 a.m.
Prayer Services . ...Wed., 6:30 p.m.
Bible Study.......... . Wed., 7:30 p.m.

Good Samaritan Baptist Fellowship
Meeting at Covenant Presbyterian Church
4201 6th Street South, St. Petersburg, Florida
Sunday Worship Service: 8:45 A.M.

Schedule of Services

Wednesday Bible Study: 7:30 P.M.

• Wholistic Ministiy (Physical, Mental, and Emotional)
• Bible Based Fellowship Considering the Biblical Commands in Light of Contemporary
Problems
• Promoting the Self-Worth and Equality of All Persons
• Non-Sexist Participation • Youth Ministry

.9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship.................................................. H a.m.
Baptist Training Union..............

Mass Choir Rehearsal- .

Thurs. before the 3rd and 4th

St. Pete, FL

Church School...........................

to

F. Bryant, 894-6067, Anthony

820 20th Street South

(727)867-2400

transportation

Every Tues. 7pm.

wait for the Saviour, the Lord

YzK is the Year 2 Kneel

PRAYER
HELPS

For

Wed., 12 Noon.
Prayer
Service/Bible

church please contact the
Transportation Ministry, Willie

Christ

St. Petersburg, Florida 33712

The members would like to invite
you and your family to worship with
us. Our services are:
Tuesday Morning Prayer
9:00am
Weds.-Family Worship
7:00pm
Sunday School
10:00am
Sunday Morning Worship 11:15am
Sunday Evening Worship 7:00pm

Thought for the week:
“Our citizenship is in Heaven,

Jesus Christ.” Phillippians
3:20.

African Methodist Episcopal Church

Bible Holiness Church of God in Christ

Please see church ad for all
other special services.

Board will meet on Thursday,
January 4th at 8pm. Monthly

Usher Board will serve.

13th and the Hawaiian Islands,

from which we also eagerly

20th Street

419 - 5th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33701
Phone: 898-3838

The Pastor and Church

Gladys D. Newton, president
The Deacon and Trustee

Faith is a gift bestowed by the Lord, joyfully illuminating
your path in a way no other light can. It enables you to
overcome obstacles, to endure hardships and to persevere
until you reach your goal. Would you like to walk by faith?
God is eager to grant His priceless gift to you, ifyou
will only ask for it.

2232 62nd Avenue South

tings:
Noon Day Prayer Service,

service. Sunday school begins
at 9:30am with Superinten

noon on Saturday (822-4869).

1 Wednesday- Prayer Meeting & Bible Study,
7:00pm-Until
Thursday- Tutoring for K thru 5th,
6:30pm- 7:30pm
Friday- Great Book Review for Youth, 7:00pm
Saturday- Young Men's Bible Study, "Teen Word"
Each 2nd and 4th Saturday of the month
9:00am- 10:00am

Moore’s Chapel January 27th

stewardesses. The Mass Choir

Saint Mark

Pastor Keturah
D. Pittman

at 10am.
Services, Rehearsals, Mee

planning now for this special

Needing transportation to
church, contact the office by

9:45am
11:00am
6:00pm- 7:00pm
Spiritual Counseling

1 lam, Rev. Brake will preach
during both services. Holy
Communion will be adminis

Anniversary Committee are

Board No. one will serve in the
7am early morning worship

Word of God is preached.

■ Sunday- Church School,
■ Sunday- Worship Service,
■ Tiiesday- Operation "BIG EAR",

Y.RD. Meeting will be held at

tered by the Pastor assisted by
the assistant pastors and the

list Bea McCloud-Lovely, Pal
metto, FL. Don’t miss a night..
See you at Breakthrough,
1940 49th Street South.

services this 1st Sunday in Jan
uary the 7th, at both 8am and

son, Commander.

mation, please contact Sister

5,7pm.
Tues., Jan. 9: Trustee Min

uary 5th at 7pm.
The Bible Drill Team will

27,2001. For additional infor

Church

Family welcome you to their

rehearse on Friday, January 5th
at 6:30pm, Deacon Jim Ander

Welcome to all who will wor

Chapels

contact the transportation min

business meeting, Friday, Jan

Family invite you to worship
with them on Sunday, January
7th. The Angelic Choir will

will serve as greeters. Pastor
Browne will preach the morn

Bishop Sammy L. Huff

Members are also encour
aged to attend the Gospel

Church

.5 p.m.

Evening Worship............................................... 6:30 p.m.

NATHANIEL W. TINDALL, II, PASTOR

Prayer Meeting

Prayer Tower Church Of God In Christ

Thursday.............................................................. . .7 p.m.
Rev Brian. K. Brown

St. Joseph Church

1135 37th Street South, St. Pete, FL
Elder Clarence Welch, Pastor

Sunday School 10 a.m.
Morning Service 11:30 a.m.
YPWW 5:30 p.m. Sunday
Church Service 6:30 p.m. Sunday
Night Services 7:30 p.m.
Tuesday Services 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting, Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Band, Thursday 7:30 p.m.

Christ Gospel Church
2512 22nd Ave. S.
St. Pete, FL 33712
327-0997
Rev. P.D.H. Leonard
Pastor
SUNDAY

Sunday School 10:00 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:45 a.m.
Evening Worship 7:30 p.m.
TUESDAY

Bible Study 7:30 p.m.

“One week from church makes one weak.’

PRAYER TIMES

Tuesdays, Fridays & Sundays - half an hour
before service.
Mondays & Thursdays, 7:30 p.m.
Friday nights at midnight.
RADIO BROADCAST

4000 - 5th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33711
Rev. William W. Johnson, Pastor

Sunday School .......................... ............... ...................... 9:30 a.m.
Worship Service. ................................... .......................11:00 a.m.
Prayer Service................ ....................... Wednesday 6:30 p.m.
Youth Bible Study................... ..
Wednesday 6:30 p.m.
Adult Bible Study
..................... Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
.

Father Callist Nyambo, Pastor

PleaAanl tyuH/e MiiAtM&uf. Idapiid Gkutek
2550 9th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Early Morning Worship..:.......................................
Sunday School.....................................................T"

Aainti. focused for. CZfc future

Prayer Meeting & Bible Study
Wednesdays........ ...............................................................7:30 p.m.
Rev. Joseph Gordon, Pastor

REV. CLARENCE WILLIAMS, PASTOR
919 - 20th Street S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Early Morning Worship 7:30 a.m. • Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11:00 a.m. • All Male Bible Study Weds. 6:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:30 p.m.
Bible Study Monday 6:00 p.m.
Vintage Bible Study Wednesday 11:00 a.m. - 12 noon

If you would like to come to church and do not have a way,
call 327-0997.

Need a tape of a service or transportation - Dial 894-1393

The Church Where Everyone is Welcome

("The church with a heart in the heart of the city")

7 00 am
900 a m

Morning Worship......................................................... 7.10:50 aim
Baptist Training Union...........................................
4 30 o m
Communion..............................................7:00 a.m’ & 11:00 a m

Greater Mt. Zion African
Methodist Episcopal Church

Live Broadcast WRXB (Every Sunday 8:30 a.m.)
Tape Ministry • Bus Ministry

Sundays 7:45 a.m.

Sunday Masses Are At:
9 a.m. and 11 a.m.
Gospel Choir 9 a.m.
Traditional Choir 11 a.m.

Mt. Pilgrim Missionary Baptist Church

FRIDAY

Evangelical Service 7:30 p.m.

2101 - 22nd Ave. S., St. Petersburg

Where Everybody Is Somebody”

New Hope Missionary
Baptist Church
2120 19th St. S., St. Pete • 896-5228
10:30 AM..............PRAISE & WORSHIP SERVICES
SUNDAY
9:00 AM.......................... CHURCH SCHOOL ....
. SUNDAY
5:00 PM......................FELLOWSHIP & DINNER ..
TUESDAY
7:00 PM...............................BIBLE STUDY
TUESDAY
6:00 PM.......................... PRAYER SERVICES ...
TUESDAY
7:30 PM.....................MASS CHOIR REHEARSAL........... THURSDAY
Join us for any of our services where you will alwavs find
“JESUS BEING PREACHED AND TAUGHT”

Rev. Alvin Moore, Pastor
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Shouts of joy and praise

2001 which begins at 9am, fol

ary Baptist Church under the
leadership of Pastor John A.

All praises to God for
being able to witness the

are also lifted heavenward, for

was with them in the world, I
kept them in they name: those

lowed by the morning worship

beginning of another year!

God's blessings upon Watch

service at 10:30am.

Evans, Sr., extend to you a

New Philadelphia Church

that thou gavest me I have
kept, and none of them is lost,

gives thanksgiving to God for

Night and Kwanzaa services
on last Sunday evening. Grati

Pastor Hardy will preach
the spoken Word. Holy Com

preparation for 2001. The

tude is expressed to God for
the many children, youth, and

munion will be administered
by Pastor Hardy and the Min

church family remains patient

young adults attending these

isterial Staff. Start the New

and penitently poised for what

events. Accolades of love to
adult church family members

Bethel. We are “busy bees - but

Each Wednesday at noon
for bible study.

sweet as honey”. There is plen
ty of work to be done.
Upcoming Winter City

For prayer or other infor
mation contact Bethel at (727)
822-2089.

wholesome fun. Transporta
tion is available; call the
church office (327-0554) if

The Friendship Mission

warm invitation to our Sunday
Worship Services, on January

some mid-day refueling. It is a
spiritual exciting study for the
learner.
On January 14, 2001 we
will install Pastor Joaquin

Rev. Juaquin Marvin

observed at both services.
“And Jesus said, While I

school Sunday, January 7,

“Greetings in the name of

our Lord and Saviour Jesus
Chrisf’

who have the time or need for

and Praise Team.
The Lord’s Supper will be

7th and to all Church related

but the son of Perdition; that
the scripture might be fill-

events and activities during the
week.

filled.” Matthew 17:12
Weekly schedule:

Beginning at 8am, the
Deacons will lead in Devotion

Thurs., Jan. 11th - 7-

Maryin, beginning with the
8am service. The Reverend

Church Family invite you to

Hany W. Williams, Assistant

The Voice of Friendship

worship with us on this first
Sunday of the New Year, dur

Pastor of Mt Olive Church

(AU Choirs) will render the

Ministries, Hartford, CT, will

songs of praise, the No. 1 Ush

Tues., Jan. 12th - 6:30pm,

ing the 8 and 11am services
and Church School at 9:30am.

be in charge of the 8am ser

Youth Ushers Ministry Meet

vice. The Reverend Dr. J.L.

ers will greet you, and Pastor
Evans will preach the divine

Te Praise Team, Concord

Fenner, Sr., Pastor ofML Olive

Word of God.

ing.
Wed., Jan. 13th -12 Noon

Choir and #1 Usher Board will

Ministries will be the 11am
speaker. The Installation Ser

Church School is held at
9:30am opening with the

Noonday Bible Study, also

Superintendent in charge. At

Noon - 2pm Bread of Life
Ministiy serving lunch to all

serve. The ordinance of Com

and Prayer Service
Wednesday at 7pm

on
are

r

charge. Please join us in .cele

PRAYER
HELPS

Third Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL

3144

•

abundance as experienced by

'

G.

Rev. Wayne

•

•

Thompson, Pastor

Sunday School - 9:30

sacrificial effort to be present
on Sunday, and every Lord's

ship setting with youth and

Day this year.

READING IS VITAMINS
FOR THE MIND

2 737 - 7(6- s4ve*tcc& Sott&l
St.
*7^. 33772
(727) 227-5444
Sunday School 9:30
Sunday Morn 11:45
Monday Prayer 6:00
Tuesday Bible Study 7:30
Friday Service 7:30

Pastor Tony B.
Young, Sr.

WORLD EVANGELISM
CHRISTIAN CENTER

Rev. Marcus H. Burke, |r. - Pastor

923 M.L. King St. South, St. Petersburg

321-3545

(727) 502-W.E.C.C. (more information)
Fax: (727) 896-1345 •

We invite you to come worship with us
as the Presence of the Lord fills the house.

St. Petersburg, FL

World Evangelism Radio Broadcast:

Early Morning Worship......................... 8:00 a.m.

............. 11:00 a.m.

Pastor: Elder. Franklin Evans

“The LiTTle ChurCH Where,
EVERYBODY IS SOMEBODY"

Avenue South. •

St. Petersburg, ‘Florida 33712

9:00 AM.......................... ..................................................../........ Prayer Time
9=30 AM....... ........................................ .. ............ Sunday School
11:00 AM...................................................................... ’...............................Worship
12:30 PM............................................................. .....After Service FellowskipJ
Wednesday 6:30 PM Prayer Meeting and Bible Study
lou are invited to share spiritual nurturing preaching of the (Jospel

Macedonia Freewill Baptist Church
2361 Seventh Avenue South
St. Petersburg, Florida
Rev. John Copeland, Pastor
Morning Worship.........................1..... ............... ........8:00 a.m.
Sunday School
...............9:30 a.m.
Mid-Morning Worship................................... ............ noo a.m.
Prayer Meeting and Bible Class Wed............................. 7:00 p.m.
Communion is observed quarterly
the first Sunday after every 5th Sunday.

Wisdom School 9:50 AM • Morning Worship 10:30 AM
Bible Study Fellowship 6:30 PM (Wed.)
Deacon Ministry . . : ........... ........ ........ Deacon Edward Nesbitt
Finance Ministry ........ ...... ......
............. James Robinson
Children & Youth Ministry.............,........................... ‘ ............. Joyce Robinson

2427 Irving Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL
Phone: 824-2814,'Pastor •

Hr. Frederick D. Terry

and a Christian community for everyone

2335 - 22nd Avenue South
P.O. Box 15935 • St. Petersburg, FL 33733

Clerk Ministry ..................... ................. Wyvonnia McGee

323-1290, Church

"A Church With Passion for God and Compassion for People"

11:15 a.m.
THEME: Looking Upward, Searching Inward, Striving Onward.

7:00 p.m.

Sunday Morning Services
Sunday School . . . ....... ................... .......9:30

6:30 p.m.
11

11:00 a.m...............
Worship Service
5:00p.m. ....?.............B.T.U.

The Reverend Don A. Gaskin, Pastor-

Apostle Kenneth Miller, Sr., Pastor

9:30 a.m.

Prayer & New, Comers Class
Daily Prayer (M-F)

9:45 a.m............ Sunday School

dnmmntritu (Church

New Faith
Free Methodist Church

Church: 327-8072

(Wednesday)

8:00 a.m. ..........Morning Service

SERVICE TIMES;

Emmanuel Christian
Fellowship Inc.

Bible Study (Monday)

Church Services \

The Church Where Everyone Is Welcome

Sunday Morning: 10:30 am
Wednesday Night: Biblical Upkeep 8:00 pm

Morning Worship

Missionary Baptist Church
1121 22nd Street So., St. Petersburg, FL
Rev. Wallace Elliott, Pastor

For transportation to the church, call 327-8196 or 327-2391.

Sundays - WTAN 1340 AM 3:00 pm - 4:00 pm
Apostle Kenneth Miller, Sr. Pastor.

......... 9:30 a.m.

Sunday School

First. Mt. Zion

(727) 327-8560

Moore's Chapel
AME Churcn

1948 49th St. S. • St. Pete, FL 33707

Join us each Tuesday
evening at 7pm for prayer and
bible study.

Trinity Presbyterian Church
2830 -

Rev. Johnnie Lee Williams, Pastor

Morning Worship

the Radio Outreach Service of
Bethel.

Sk=

Early Sunday Morning Service .. .8am
Sunday School............ 9:30am
Sunday Morning Worship........... 11am
Sunday Evening ..............7pm

PEOPLE OF CHRIST CHURCH

Sunday School..............................
,9:30 a.m,
Morning Worship ...............................
11 a.m.
Night Worship.........................................
7 p.m.
Tuesday Bible Class ,...............................
8 p.m.
Wednesday Prayer Meeting........................................... 8p.m.
Friday Tarry Service .............. t...... 8 p.m.
Saturday Sabbath School........................ ....... . 11 a.nh.

Sunday School

family are asked to make a

WELCOME! "Enter tq worship; depart to serve"

3000 - 4th Avenue S. • St. Petersburg, FL
327-5926 • 327-2656

3037 Fairfield Avenue

God. All members of church

Holy Communion . . .Every 1st Sunday
Prayer Service........ . Tuesday 7pm
Bible Study.................. Tuesday 7:30pm
Evangelistic Service . . Friday 7:30pm

All Nations Church of God By Faith

3rd century

sermon is to spiritually place in

of many overflowed the wor

a.m.

1150 AM WIMP each Sun
day morning at 10:40am, for

On Saturday, Jan. 6th at 7pm, Glad Tidings
will hold its first Interdenominational Celebration
Service. This service will be held every Saturday
thereafter at the same time. Worship, drama, testi
monies, and teaching from the Word of God will
mark these weekly services. This is an opportuni
ty for the body of Christ to come together as one
arid to bring others to experience the Spirit-filled
life at these gatherings. Nursery and children's
ministry will be provided for ages 0-5th grade.
Pastor Randy Helms and the Glad Tidings congre
gation cordially invite you to attend. The church is
located at 4200 17th Ave. North. If you have ques
J
tions, please call 323-5017.

perspective, the believers level
of intimacy with the Father

moming service. The prayers

JSlpWT:

House of Worship, tune in to

Saturday Interdenominational Services
Glad Tidings Assembly Of God Church

individual

a.m.

J Morning Worship - 1f:OO
•
;
Come Worship With
the First Baptist Family

i.- .

and

Church Theme for the Year:
"PREPARING FOR THE OVERFLOW!" The Year of Reaping the Harvest!

’.A •

If you are home bound or
unable to come out to the

Wide Revival January 29th -

1400 - M.L King St. S., St. Petersburg 33701 • (727) 823-3611
Rev. Harry Jones, Pastor

/ '• •

February 2,2001 details forth
coming.

Communion,

expectations, will be procla
mation focus ofPastor. Goal of

Phone:323-7518

• "

Year,

Year worshipping with us at

GREATER LIGHT A.M.E. ZION CHURCH

: First Baptist Institutional Church :
•

New

their worship attendance and

the many children, youth, and
young adults present at mid

TOGETHER STAYS TOGETHER

0151.

r
Z

dance. Praise the Lord!

Kwanzaa,

Praise the Lord for worship

needy in the community. •

present as well as those who
helped serve persons in atten

are extended church family for
participation. Mission Sunday
was indeed a joy to behold.

each Wednesday from 12

for all to join us in our church

For first Sunday in the

Christian commendations

THE FAMILY THAT PRAYS

retary at 327-0554 or Rev
erend Joseph Harvey at 822-

years continues to enlighten

phia in 2001.

Hour.

The Bethel A.M.E. Church
Family extends an invitation

young adults leading the way.

For additional information
please contact the church Sec

evening ministry program for
children and youth ages 5-17

faithfully optimistic of what
will happen to New Philadel

7:45pm Youth Enrichment

brating this joyous occasion.

our youth

God and each other makes us

8:45pm, Prayer/Praise Ser
vices and Bible Study, also

vice will be held at 4pm. Rev
erend Dr. A. J. King, Pastor of 10:45am, a second service is
Greater Union Baptist Church held opening with the Minister
of Pensacola, FL will be in of Music, Bro. John Frazier

designed for the spiritual
enrichment of the entire fami
ly. AWANA,

Prayer/Praise Services.

being together as family in

awaits us this year. The love of

Pastor Joaquin Marvin and
the Bethel Metropolitan

munion will be observed. Our
midweek Bible Study (NBC)

Bethel A.M.E.

New Philadelphia
Community
Church-------- ------

sessions, as well as good

you have a need.
Our Noon Day Bible
Study is just the thing for those

A

CAT

Bethel Metropolitan Friendship
Missionary Baptist
Baptist Church

a.m.-12 p.m.

“All Are Welcome” • “Bring A Friend"

Morning Worship ....................... 11:00
Youth Bible Study ....................Wed. 6:30

am

Adult Bible Study & Prayer Service

pm

...................Wed. 7:00

BREAKTHROUGH CHRISTIAN CENTER

am

1940 - 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL

pm

Rev. Curtiss L. Long, Pastor

BETHEL AFRICAN METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH

But Sweet As Honey"

St Petersburg, EL 33712

(727) 906-8300

912 Third Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
Phone: 727-822-2089

-Evans, Sr.

Pastor John A. Evans

CHURCH SERVICES
Sundays 8 AM and 11 AM Worship
Sunday School 9:30 AM
Baptist Training Union 4:30 PM

Rev. Roosevelt Hardy
k

“Where strangers meet with friends and sinners find their God.”

.

PRAYER 30 MINUTES
BEFORE EVERY SERVICE

"We're Busy as Bees -

3300 - 3.1st Street South

A.

'

TAPE MINISTRY/DYNAMtC PRAfSE & WORSHIP-

-U—r

Missionary Baptist

Pastor John

'

(727) 321 -4986/888-447-PRAY (7729) • Pax (727) 321-3937
“PROPHETIC FIRE IS FALLING”

Friendship

15

Pastor

Church School
....... 9:00 A.M.
Morning Worship ........ .10:00 A.M.
New Member Class . . .Tuesday 6:15 P.M.
Prayer/ Bible Study . .. .Tuesday 7:00 P.M.
Youth Bible Study . . . .Thursday 6:00 P.M^j

“Power Breakthrough Service"
11:00 AM
"A Night of Prophecy" @ 7:30 PM Sunday
TUESDAY "WORD EXPLOSION" - 7:30 PM
(no more Thursday Services)

FRIDAY “JUBILEE SERVICE" 7:30 PM
RADIO MINISTRY- WRXB-1590 AM
Monday through Friday 6:00-6:15 AM
Sundays 9:30-10:00 AM
WTAN-1340 AM Sundays 4:30-5 PM

PASTOR/PROPHET
Glenn miller

COME AS YOU ARE - NO PRESS CODE
"A Place of Healing and Restoration11

16
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16th Annual Stellar Gospel Music Awards
cation from January 14
through February 4,2001!

Choir, gospel singer Damita,

The theme for 2001 is the

Presenters to grace the
stage this year’s exciting cere

Ricky Dillard and New “G”.

Central City Productions.
Founded in 1970 by Don Jack-

talented

Jamal Warner (“Malcolm and
Eddie”), Shaun Robinson

son, Chicago-based Central
City Productions is a distribu

celebrities in the music, televi

(“Access Hollywood”), singer

sion and film industries. The

Howard Hewitt, comedian

tor of original programming to
television and cable networks.

“16th Annual Stellar Gospel
Music Awards” will be co

Jonathan Slocomb, gospel

hosted by gospel diva Vicki

girl group Virtue, Deleon

Winans and gospel music leg

Richards and Mary Mary.

tions include “Celebrate the
Soul of American Music,”

end Dr. Bobby Jones, Bishop
T. D. Jakes and MTV host

The Most Notable Achie. vement Award will be present

MBR: The Minority Business
Report,” “Road to Success,”

Ananda Lewis.
The “16th Annual Stellar

ed to superstar Brandy this

“Family Night,” “Know Your

year. Legendary gospel group

Heritage” and the NAACP

The Williams Brothers will be

“ACT-SO Awards.”
,
Chevrolet and American

and exciting presenters from a
congregation

of

Gospel Music Awards” will
feature spectacular perfor
mances by multi-platinum
gospel music, artist Kirk
Franklin and INC with Special
Featured Guests, world-,
renowned gospel singer
Shirley Caesar featuring New
Direction,
singer Aaron
Neville, gospel singer Donnie
McClurkin, exciting newcomer Natalie Wilson and S.O.P.
Chorale, Donald Lawrence,
The Christianaires, Beverly

ATLANTA, GA - The

Other television specials pre
sented by Central City Produc

singers Trini-tee 5:7, gospel

honored with the prestigious
James Cleveland Award.

Airlines are the official spon
sors of the “16th Annual Stel

The “16th Annual Stellar

lar Gospel Music Awards. ”

Gospel Awards” is executive

NEWS DEADLINE IS 4PMMONDAY

WINGS OF FAITH CHRISTIAN CENTER
309 - 15th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, FL 33704
Telephone (727) 804-6404
Bishop Ronaid Moten, Pastor

Crawford and the Potteihouse

Alfreda’Moten, Co-Pastor
Bishop RonaId Moten an J the Wings of Faith Church Family would

Mt. Olive A.M.E. Church

“16th Annual Stellar Gospel

—1

Music Awards, ” will be held,

Sunday: " ‘

for the third consecutive year,
at ffie Atlanta. Civic Center on

7:45 AM .. Early Worship
11:00 AM-.. Worship

January 13, 2001. Honoring
the life and achievements of

7:30 PM .. Bible Study

Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.,

and directed by Alan Carter for

mony will include Malcolm

New Gospel Sound, featuring
unforgettable performances

(Clockwise) Singer/actress Brandy; singer Aaron Neville; gospel music legend Shirley Caesar; gospel
music duo Mary Mary; superstar Kirk Franklin;, co-host and gospel music singer Vickie Winans; and co
host Ananda (MTV Host).

produced by Don Jackson,
produced by Barbara Wilson

Faith is a gift
bestowed by the
Lord, joyfully
illuminating
your path in a
way no other
light can. It
enables you to
overcome obsta
cles, to endure
hardships and to
persevere until
you reach your
goal. Would you
like to walk by
faith? God is
eager to grant
His priceless gift
to you, ifyou
will only ask for
it.

Tuesday:
600 Jones Street
Clearwater, FL
Ph': 443-2142

this year’s two hour stellar

Rev. J. B. Keel,
Pastor

salute to Gospel music excel
lence will air in national syndi-

The church where everyone is always welcome!

PEACEFUL ZION M B. CHURCH
2051 - 9th Avenue South, St. Petersburg, FL 33712
, Rev. EG. Jackson, Pastor
(813)822-2455
Church School.........9 30 a.m
Wednesday Youth
Morning Worship....11:00 a.m.

Rehearsal.................5:30 p.m.

B-T.U............................. 5:00 p.m.

Thursday Prayer & Church

Evening Worship..... 6:00 p.m.
Tuesday Evening
Bible Class..............7:30 p.m.

School Study............ 7:30 p.m.
1st & 2nd Saturdays SR
Choir Rehearsal.... 11:00 a.m.

The Church Where Christ Is The HEAD

\With Allah's Name, The Merciful Benefactor, The Merciful Redeemer

GRACE FELLOWSHIP CENTER

Masjid Al-Muminin

4240 Central Avenue • St. Petersburg, FL 33711 • (813) 328-9412

GRACK

Islamic Services

FELLOWSHIP

Jumuah Prayer - Friday 1:30 p.m.
Qur‘anic Study - Sunday 11:00 a.m.
Taleem - 12:00 p.m.
Imam Wilmore Sadiki
3762 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327 - 8483

INTERDENOMINATIONAL

CENTRAL

F
E
L
L

GRACE

SERVICE
Sunday. School
9:30 - 10:30
Morning Worship 10:30
Evening Worship 6:30
Wed. - Pray 7:00
Bible Study 7:30

Except God build the,
house they labor in
vain that build it.
Ps. 127:1

CENTER

o
w
s
H
I
P

Phone
(813) 328-9412
NURSERYAND
CHILDREN’S
CHURCH
AVAILABLE

Pastor Leonard Wilson • Phone: 536-1890

Faith Memorial Missionary
Baptist Church
1800 - 18th Avenue S„ St. Petersburg, FL
Reg. Bragg L Turner, Pastor
Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 11 a.m.
Membership Training 5 p.m.
Bible Study & Prayer
Meeting Tuesday 7 p.m.
"The Church That's Moving Forward Together"

ELIM

Seventh-Day
Adventist Church
SATURDAYS

Tuesday
Wednesday, 7:30 P.M.

Bethel Metropolitan
Baptist Church

3455 - 26th Avenue South • St. Petersburg, FL 33711
(727) 327-0554"'
"Church of The Open Door"

Sunday School 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship 8:00 a.m. & 11:00 a.m.
.
Wed. NBC/AWANA/Bible Study/
Praise & Prayer 7:00 p.rh;
Thurs. Midday Bible Study
12:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.
Sat.,Noon Day Prayer Hour
1 2:00 noon - 1:00 p.m.

Ckurck

1500 N . Pennsylvania Avenue
Clearwater, Florida 33516
Pkone: 443-1945
Parsonage: 446-6056
Rev. FIeming Tarver^ Pastor

2183 - 22nd Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Church Phone: 822-4869
Residence: 824-6021

Sunday Services
SunJay School ....................................................................................... 9:30
Morning Worship .................................................................
11:00
Baptist Training Union .......................................................................5:00
Evening Worship.............................................
6:00
WeeL/y Services
Bihle Class Monday, 7:00 p.m.
Prayer Meeting & Bihle Study, Wednesday 7:00 p.m.
The ckurck wkere everybody is somebody and Cknst is all.

Mid-Morning Worship Service . . . .10:45 a.m.
Sunday School ................9:30 a.m,.
Prayer/Praise Service (Wednesday) . .7:00 p.m.

Rev. DonaId
F. Browne
"WE ARE THE CHURCH WHERE CHRIST IS THE CENTER OF ATTRACTION1'

a.m.
a.m.
p.m.
p.m.

Mt. Zion Primitive
Baptist Church
3700 22nd Avenue S. • 321-0020
Elder Clarence L. Warren, Pastor

Morning Worship: 11 am

207 - 10th Street North, St. Petersburg, FL

ELIM J unior Academy & Day Care Center

Prayer/Fasting
Intercessory Prayer & Bihle Class

Missionary Baptist Church

10th Street Church Of God

WEDNESDAY
Prayer Meeting: 7:30 PM

, Sunday Schoo1
9:30 A.M.
Morning Worship & Children's Church 10:45 A.M.

Travelers Rest

Sabbath School: 9 am

Youth Hour: 1 Hour Before
Sunset

our scheduled times:

St. John M is 010 nary Baptist Church

801 - 6th Avenue S., St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 894-5246 1 823-1619

lihe to extend to you. a personal invitation to worship with ns (luring

Sunday School ......................9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship
.........................11:00 a.m.
Wednesday Night Prayer Meeting/
Bible Study ..................... . . .7:15 p.m.
Evening'Worship (1st & 3rd Sunday)........... 6:00 p.m.
International Headquarters, Anderson, Indiana

Sunday School

.........9:30 a.m.

Morning Worship

......11:00 a.m.

The church where everyone is welcome & the Spirit of Christ lives.

Stewart-Isom Memorial Christian Methodist
Episcopal Church
1820 Walton Street S., St. Pete, FL 33712
(813) 327-0593
Sunday School: 9:30 a.m. • Morning Worship: 11:00

a.m.
Bihle Study: Wednesday 7:00 p.m.

Greater Gt. Paul
Missionary Baptist Church
532 33rd Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL
Sunday School................................... 9:30 a.m.
Morning Worship ............................. 11:00 a.m.
Evening Worship ... 6 p.m.
Baptist Training Union 5 p.m.
Tuesday Night
General Bible Study
Thursday Night Prayer
Meeting & Teachers Meeting
Rev. Clyde Williams

We welcome you at all timed.

To God Be The Glory!’

955 - 20th Street South
St. Petersburg, FL 33712
Phone: 894-4311
Sunday School: 9:00 a.m.
Worship Service: 8:00 a.m. • 10:00 a.m.
Wednesday, Prayer Meeting: 7:00-8:00 p.m.
Wednesday, Bible Study: 8:00-9:00 p.m.
(Adult and Youth)

Galilee Missionary
Baptist Church

Pastor Louis M.
Murphy, Sr.

505 - 35th Street S. • St. Petersburg, FL • 327-3186
Morning Worship. . . . . . ..............7:45 am
Sunday School..................................................gj 5 a m
Mid-Morning Worship...................................10:50 a'm
Baptist Training Union ......... ..... .5:00 p.m
Mid-Week Worship .................. Wednesday 7:00 pine
Bible Study/Prayer Service...........Thursday 7:30 p^m"
Come join us at the Church where everyone is Welcome!

Rev. Earnest Jones,
Pastor
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“Everyone’s Youth United” Had A Day To Remember Forever
ST. PETERSBURG - It
all began a year ago when
E.Y.U. was founded and incor
porated and began its mission
to service our at-risk-youth
with recreational and most
importantly educational ser
vices.
The emphasis was the
challenge areas, however,
E.Y.U. has serviced persons
from all over the Bay area
regardless of race, creed, or
religious preference. ‘To be an
organization that has not been
funded, as of yet, we are
pleased with the lives we have

to’s Italian Cuisine, and Repre
sentative Frank Peterman.
There were others that
assisted us in many ways to
accomplish the task of making
this holiday for those not as
fortunate as we are, and they
will also be recognized by
being blessed in return for hav
ing a loving and unselfish heart
for someone else.
The New Year has brought
out some new believers and
our hope is that with some
funding and sponsorships we
will now expand our programs

touched, and the effect we
have had on some of our youth

and events to service more
kids and their families at a
higher level and ultimately

and

says

become more effective and

Founder and President Eric
Green.

their families,”

create more advantages for our
kids, their families, and the

With a couple of dedicated

community as a whole. We all

Board Members such as: V.P.,

are responsible for our youth
and they are our future which

William Melvin and Admin.
Asst. Vonda Ebikake, we were
able to get a handful of volun
teers, and make importantly a
host of businesses who believe
in our vision and dream to
make the year 2000 an enor

means all of us in some way
will be affected by the way
they turn ouL so when you see
an opportunity to stir a child in
the right direction remember
that by doing so it will proba

mous success. The grand fi
nale was the now annual

child’s future and the future of

Christmas Party which ser

us all.

viced close to 300 kids and

bly have an effect on your

E.Y.U.

is

focused on

their families with free food,

allowing a child to be directed

toys, special giveaways, music
and some special entertain
ment such as The Christian

expose them to positive influ

or re-directed in a way to

tremendous show that every

ences and allow them to find
and exhibit their talents and
gifts they have been blessed

one enjoyed and probably will
never foigeL Of course, Santa

monalities to successful people

Wrestling Alliance who gave a

showed up for (he kids and
made their Christmas and hol
iday a memorable one, as did
everyone who took part in
making this event possible.
Special thanks to Lake
Vista Community Center,
Coca Cola of SL Pete, Sunrise
Chiropractors,

The

Meat

House of SL Pete, American
Red Cross, Goodwill, Attys;
Blumental and Associates,
Mystical Moments Entertain

with, showing them their com
opposed to their differences.
The Cycle Must Be Stopped,
and the parents must also be
educated to become part of
their child’s success. I keep
remembering what Basketball
Legend Darryl Dawkins told
me one day said Mr. Green
and that was “Just Do It”, how
ever, how about adding in
’LefsDoIt”.
We have a lot on the table
for the year 2001 and we need

ment Productions who sup

all the help we can geL so get

plied the music, Tropicana U-

involved and remember, the
child you help could have an

Haul, The St. Pete Police
Dept., Community Mortgage
Services, Atwater Cafeteria,

effect on you and your family

Outback Bowl, The Devil

Please keep us in your

in the future!

Rays, The Pinellas Animal

prayers, as we will keep you in

Foundation, Terrell Industries
Inc., Emerald City Comics and

ours...

Collectables, Dowling Graph

For information call (727)
510-4946 or (727) 426-1369.

ics, Advantage Signs, Foituna-

Will College Be In
Your Child’s Future?
TALLAHASSEE, FL College tuition in Florida has

can be used at any of Florida’s
10 state universities or 28 com

increased more than 104 per
cent in the last 12 years and is

munity colleges. The value of

projected to surpass $27,000

most private colleges in Flori
da and more than 1,700 out-of-

by the time today’s newborn
goes to college. Ask yourself.
when your children are?
The Florida Prepaid Col

your prepaid plan to cover
tuition and use the scholarship
to cover books and other col

in the cost of college at today’s
prices. The program guaran
tees to cover your cost - no
matter how much college
tuition, fees and housing

money, and you can get a

increase in the future. More
than 600,000 plans have

refund anytime, for any rea

wide.
Enrollment in the program
is under way now. To lock in

safe. You cannot lose your

son.
Payments can be made in a
lump sum or in monthly
installments that never in
crease. This year, the four-year

this year’s rates, you must sign
up by Friday, January 26,

university tuition plan starts at
$7,083 for a newborn or $56

2001.
“A college education is

per month. The prices vary

one of the best investments
you can make,” says Stanley
G. Tate, Chairman of the Flori
da Prepaid College Program.
“It’s an investment in your
children ancj their future.”
The program offers three
tuition plans; a dormitory plan;
and a local fee plan, covering
other college fees. The plan

"SNANCiAl. SgFMCES, JNC-

based on the plan type, pay
ment option and the age of the
child.
For more information or to
request a 2000 Enrollment
handbook and application, call
toll-free 1-800-552-GRAD
(4723) and press prompt 1 or Jfl
visit www.floridaprepaidcol- M jp—<
lege.com.

aoosiststN.,
300 East Bldg.,
Ste. 525E
St. Petersburg, FL 33713

Committed to your financial future.

2001...
A FISH ODYSSEY

lege expenses.
The Florida Prepaid Col
lege Program is the only col
lege savings plan guaranteed
by the State of Florida. So it’s

already been purchased state

(727) 321-6593

RMMWO JAMES

state colleges. If your child
gets a scholarship, you can use

allows parents, grandparents,
businesses and others to lock

We can help protect your retirement plan money.
For more information, call today.

the plan may be transferred to

Will you be ready for college

lege Program can help. It

Leaving Your Job?
Retiring?

FISH SANDWICH

MID PENINSULA $EAFCX)D

ONLY 99C

MARKET « RESTAURANT
Mon.-Tue.-Wed. ONLY
400 - 49th St South
...guaranteed the best
St. Petersburg, FL
fish sandwich you
327-3309
ever ate, or your
32S-S309
buck back!
Mon.-Sat. 11 AM to 9 PM
Sunday... Gone Fishin1
„ WHERE THE LOCALS BUY
FOR OVER 21 YEARS

sssss
Green Power Prayer Cloth C

Miracle

Blessings. God's Blessings Free!!!
Are you in need? If You need help, "Let not your heart be troubled". 1 can help you with
every problem. Success, Love, Money, Job, Drinking, Smoking and Daily Needs.
Hundreds and thousands have been blessed by receiving the Miracle Prayer Cloth
through the mail. There is no problem that God cannot handle. If you need help, send a
$10.00 donation along with a self-addressed stamped envelope for your Miracle Prayer
Cloth. Write to:

Bishop Cleo
P.O. Box 3589
Ft. Pierce, Florida 34948

Sean D. Carter
Financial Advisor
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Final Respects / Obituaries
ENGLISH, MARTHA,
95, died December 29,
2000. Survivors include two
daughters, Francis Carter,
Martha Bea Ferguson (Wil
liam); seven grandchildren,
Clyde Neasman, Sharon
Carter, Ronnie McClendon,
Faye Jones, Barbara Bishop
and
Marvin
Ferguson;
eleven great-grands, 4 great-

Clearwater
Final Rites
JENKINS, CLINTON
CARVER, 69, died recently.
Survivors include his wife,
Arentha Pasco; three sons,
Vince
(Wanda)
Parks,
Plainsfield, NJ, Edward
Herring, Clearwater, and
PFC
Terrence
Jenkins,
Germany; three Katherine
(Rick) Jenkins-Holmes, St.
Petersburg, Betty Ann (Ker
man)
Jenkins-Cabarris,
Largo, and Andrea Jenkins,
Clearwater; one brother;
two sisters; 12 grandchil
dren; three great-grandchil
dren; and several nieces,
nephews,
cousins
and
friends. Young’s Funeral
Home, Clearwater.

Final Rifes
CHANDLER, KATHA
RINE P. , 90, died Decem
ber 19, 2000. Survivors
include one daughter, Jean
nette (Isaac) Jones, Gaines
ville; three sisters, Maize
Johnson, Lowell,
Asylee
Kidd, Jacksonville, Omie
(Warren) Edwards, Cam
bridge, MD; two grandchil
dren, Darian Jones and
Jocelyn Jones; numerous
other relatives ad endearing
friends. Chestnut Funeral
Home, Gainesville.

When

MORNING GLORY
FUNERAL HOME

my.

numbered days have

"Formerly Independent Funeral Services

ended and I’ve
reached the farther

7402 Nebraska Avenue,
Tampa, FL
(813) 236-1309 or Toll Free
(888) 210-2209

shore friends and
loved ones There will
greet me who have

great grands, a host of
nieces, nephews and sor
rowing friends. Cunning
ham’s
Funeral
Home,
Ocala.

journeyed on before.

•Tampa* St

And I’ll see

LEE, RUTHALEE.67,
died December 23, 2000.
Survivors include her devot
ed mother, Mildred Jones,
Alachua,
FL.
Chestnut
Funeral Home, Gainesville.

Oeala

BING,
RAYMOND
LONDON “LANDO”, 61,
died December 30, 2000.
Survivors include three
daughters, Mae Helen Bing,
Maxine A. Bain (Michael)
of Reddick; Mello N. Coney
(Alphonso) of Ocala; two
sons, Raymond L. Bing, Jr.
(Sheila) of Bradenton, Dar
ren L. Bing, Reddick; hosts
of nieces, nephews, and sor
rowing friends and family.
Cunningham’s
Funeral
Home, Ocala.

The Lord
looks
down
Srom
heaven,
He sees all
the sons
oS men.
- Psalm 33

PRAYER
HELPS

Wondrous Savior,

MR. HAROLD JONES,
Owner

together we’ll all
ages without end.
TYSON,
LILLIE
MAE, 90, died December
20, 2000. Survivors include
two sons, O. B. Brown, III
(Rose) of Fort Pierce,
Delaware and James Brown
(The baby boy) and devoted
friend Patricia of Reddick,
ten grandchildren, 15 greatgrands;
15
great-greatgrands; numerous relatives,
nieces, nephews, cousins,
sorrowing friends and fami
ly. Cunningham’s Funeral
Home, Ocala.

CREAL FUNERAL HOMES

PLANA

jftnL

Young's

v

Wy

DIRECT

CREMATION

Funeral
H°me

A Full Service Firm

Robert C. Young
Funeral. Director
Since 1975
1005 Howard Street
(Corner So. Greenwood Ave.
& Howard)

TRADITIONAL
BURIAL

$1,299.00

$499.00

(Cloth Covered Caskets)

INCLUDES:

INCLUDES:

• Basic Services Of
Funeral Director
And Staff
• Transportation Of
Remains
• Refrigeration
• Arrangement Conf.
• Filing Of All Legal
Documents
• Cremation
• Service Vehicle
• Return Of
Cremanins

• Basic Services Of
Funeral Director and
Staff
• Transportation Of
Remains
• Embalming
• Arrangement Conf.
• Filing Of All Legal
Documents
• Viewing/Service
• Hearse And Lead Car
• One Family Car
• Cloth Covered (Grey)

442-2388

1940 -7th Avenue So.

2025 Dr. M.L. King St. S.
St. Petersburg, FL 33705
(727) 898-9818

Fax: (727) 821-9486
Full Service Firms
Serving from Two Convenient Locations

L. Creal,

ECONOMICAL PACKAGE PRICE
Basic services of Funeral Director and staff,
includes...One eight passenger limousine,
embalming, dressing ana casketing, use of facil
ities for visitation, transfer of remains to funeral
home and your choice of a 20 Ga.
Protective or Non-Protective Metal Casket

TRADITIONAL
/DELUXE

TRADITIONAL
BURIAL

$1,999.00

$3,499.00

(20 Gauge Steel Casket)

(18 Gauge Steel Casket; Top
Of The Line Selection, 22)

INCLUDES:

INCLUDES:

• Basic Services Of Funeral
Director and Staff
• Transportation Of Remains
• Embalming
• Arrangement Conf.
• Filing Of All Legal
Documents
• Viewing/Service
• Hearse And Lead Car
• One Family Car
• 20 Gauge Casket (Bronze
or Copper)

• Basic Services Of Funeral
Director and Staff
•Transportation Of Remains
• Embalming
• Arrangement Conf.
• Filing Of All Legal
Documents
• Viewing/Service
• Hearse And Lead Car
• Two Family Cars
•18 Gauge Casket; 22 '
Selections To Choose From
(Top Of The Line)

The Poor Man' s Friend

(cemetery charges Not Included)

CUNNINGHAM'S
&

“Qualiiry and Service”
"I

Funeral Home, P.A.

9

"Your Friends Who Care"
SERVING THE MARION COUNTY COMMUNI

Funeral Director

Since 1950

PLAN D

PLANC

PLANB

Dr. M.L. King St. Chapel

St. Petersburg, FL 33712
(727) 896-2602

ROBERT

Elder Robert Sturgis
Chief Executive

journey through the

Clearwater, FL

Seventh Avenue Chapel

Pete • Clearwater • Winter
Haven • Lakeland • Mulberry •
Bartow*Dade City
•All Surrounding Areas

>my blest Redeemer
Guide and friend, Arid

Final Rites

Gainesville

Resurrection

TIES SINCE 1953 AT AFFORDABLE PRICES
Charles S. Chestnut, III, L.F.D., - Charles S. Chestnut, IV, L.F.D.
Larry M. Saunders, L.F.D.
18 N.W. 8th Avenue................................................... (352) 372-2537
P.O. Box 592 .-................
................................ .(352) 377-6128
Gainesville, FL 32602 .................................
Fax: (352) 377-5678

ALL FOR ONLY $1,600
Don't Be Fooled by Promises

”Do you really think that your family

knows

your feelings about your funeral?!

LINCOLN MEMORIAL GARDENS
WITH PERPETUAL CARE
CREMATION IS AVAILABLE

Summers Cfuneral ^ome
"Personalized with the Utmost Dignity,

Confidence and Understanding"

Licensed Funeral
.Directors

A.L. CUNNINGHAM
FELIX SNOW

Limousine Rental Service

One of the most uncomfortable

351-0566 L .............................Lillie T. Shelton, L.F.D.

feelings is that of talking about your

2238 NW 10th St...,.............. Alvis Summers, L.F.D.
Ocala, Florida 34475 ........................ .. . .Notary Public

732-5354
732-5355

732-5353

434 N.W. Martin Luther King Jr. Ave., Ocala, FL

own funeral. Think about it - if you
don't talk about it now, your family
will have to guess about how you
JOHNSON,
EMMA
LEE, died December 19,
2000. Survivors include
husband Willie L.; one son,
Dwayne
(Wanda);
two
brothers, Thomas and Oscr
Roilins of Archer, FL; five
sisters, Thelma Brown,
Jessie Perry, Ruby Allison,
Queen Rutledge of Orlando,
FL; Martha Lott of Miami,
FL, grandchildren, Andrea,
Chantel and William; a host
of nieces, nephews, other
relatives
and
friends.
Chestnut Funeral Home,
Gainesville.

wanted your remains handled. Isn't it
good knowing that you can arrange
for your funeral ahead of time and

Dwayne E. Matt

Immaculate Matt

with a monthly payment plan that best
meets your budget?

Zion Hill Mortuary Inc,
3zs-o4ee
(7x7)

Call Us

17OO - 49th Street South • St. Petersburg, FL 33707 •

Dwayne E. Matt, Licensed Mortician

McRae Funeral Home
1940 Martin Luther King Jr. Street South
St. Petersburg, FIorida 33705

The Totd ii. yra-

(727) 895-6005

cioui. unto aL[ tfiois.
who wihh S.S.S.

x

Edna L. Matt

’’Service is the Soul's Highest Calling"

bn.

DON'T LEAVE YOUR FAMILY IN DISTRESS!!
i
You CAN be insured TODAY,
Call: Prince Matt, Jr., Licensed Pre-Need Specialist for:
Zion Hill Mortuary Inc.
1700 49th Street South
St. Petersburg, Florida
Bus. PH
Home
Pager
Dwayne E. Matt,

Prince Matt, Jr.

(727) 328-0466
(727) 867-4246
(727)426-1106
Funeral Director & Mortician

SMITH FUNERAL HOME
Since 1987

"Taking Time To Serve Others"
There are over 50 decisions
to make at the death of a
loved one
Your first decision may be
the most important one

Prince Matt, Jr.

• Prepaid insurance is available for everyone, regardless of your health problems
(even if the client is in a nursing home).
• A variety of options are open to you, such as:
• Complete Traditional Service with Burial.
• Graveside Service.
• Full Traditional Service with Cremation.
Direct Cremation with "Scattering of the Ashes at Sea" Ceremony.

For Peace of Mind for you and your family, make your appointment today.

Consider us first
for

QUALITY AND AFFORDABLE
SERVICE
Phone 727-894-2266
Fax 727-821-8728
1534 18th Avenue South - St.Petersburg, Florida 33705
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Classified Ads... Sure to get results!
Where Every Occasion Is A Special Occasion"

PETERBOROUGH APARTMENTS
HUD Subsidized Housing For
Elderly
440 4th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, Florida 33701

The Hospice

727-823-5145

A Unique Profession!!

Allene Gammage-Ahmed

Caring for Pinellas
County, Florida since
1977

unkmiv

(727) 896 - 2922

Sealed bids will be received by the Purchasing and
Materials Management Director, City of St.
Petersburg, Municipal Services Center, 5th Floor,
One 4th Street North, St. Petersburg, Florida, 33701:
450-55 3-Year Term Contract for Locks and Key
Blanks, Bid. No. 5865, Bid Opening at 3:00 PM,
Tuesday, January 23, 2001. The City of St.
Petersburg, Florida reserves the right to accept or
reject any and all bids. The City reserves the right to
waive technicalities on bids.The decision as to what
constitutes a technicality shall rest solely with the
City of St. Petersburg, Florida. Louis Moore, CPPO,
Director of Purchasing and Materials Management.

RNs, LPNs
(FL License Required) .

•Photography & Journalism
• Advertising

CITY OF ST. PETERSBURG, FLORIDA
NOTICE TO OFFERORS

Hands-on care of the
terminally ill:
Accepting Applications

An Affiliate of

The Weekly Challenger

GET PAID TO TRY LONG
DISTANCE, PAGER, CELLULAR,
AND/OR INTERNET SERVICE.
CALL (727) 466-6653

& HHA./CNAs

• Special Events

JAMESTOWN
TOWNHOUSES

• Church & Business Functions
• Class & Family Reunions

(Both FL cert, needed),
586-4432
300 E. Bay Drive
Largo, FL 33770-3770

2, 3, AND 4 BEDROOMS
Join

our

team!!

Boley Centers for
Behavioral Health Care is a large agency reg
ularly seeking counselors, support staff and
others for positions. Call our Job Line at 8228671 for at) up-to-date listing of job open
ings. Applications taken at: 1236 Dr. M.L.

Do YOU HAVE

King St. N., St. Petersburg, FL 33705.

SOMETHING YOU'D

EOE/DFW

o
KKMomMnjHOUSK
NOY

893-7324

Employment Division
Office is Located at
One 4th St. N., 4th Floor
Mon., Wed., Fri. Only

City Of St. Petersburg

EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER

1035 Burlington Ave. N

CAR-JACKING

LIKE TO SELL?

.Why

not

' Weekly
Challenger?
You'll
Quality Control Positions Available
MECHANICAL INSPECTORS
1st and second shift available for Mechanical Inspectors. Must
have the ability of working in a fast pace precision machine

be happy

to SEE HOW
REASONABLE OUR.
RATES ARE.

shop, have a working knowledge of geometric tolerancing, basic
mechanical inspection equipment and C.M.M. operation's.
$11.00 -$15.00 PER HR.

Call 896-2922
OR COME IN TODAY:

C.M.M. INSPECTION PROGRAMMER
1st shift position available for experienced C.M.M. Programmer.
Must be able to interpret complex blue prints, establish and exe

2500 9th St.

S.

St. Petersburg

cute programs to verify geometric toleranced features and to cre
ate documented instructions for continued production program
use. $1300 - $16.00 PER HR.
H. & S. SWANSONS’ TOOL COMPANY
9000 68TH STREET NORTH
PINELLAS PARK, FL 33782

WE ARE A DRUG & SMOKE FREE WORKPLACE

GREENWAY
DEVELOPMENT

Please
Support Our
Shaper by
Supporting
Opr
Advertisers

•
•
•
•
•

THE WEEKLY
.CHALLENGER
MA1L SUBSCRIPTIONS

PRIVATE LESSONS
AVAILABLE

CALL: 727-323-4262

HIE WELCOME VOUR
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

PICK OF
THE
WEEK!
FLORIDA

LOTIO

2-10-11
29-30-49

CASH 3
325 178 226
457
276 598 041

<O”\ 4-6 1-3 5-2
8-6 5-7 4-1

Please Submit

pendence under general direction of an administrative supervi
sor, with responsibilities to include problem'solving activities
while working in conjunction with community organizations.
Includes the use and care of firearms, communications equip
ment, gas masks and other necessary equipment. This work
involves the element of personal danger and requires the exer
cise of considerable independent judgement including' applica
tion of policy- and procedure and tact. Also, includes the use of
computers to access information and generate reports. The
Police Officer may be assigned to a specialized unit requiring
specialized knowledge, training and work in units, such as vice
and narcotics; community policing, criminal investigations, etc.
Must be a high school graduate or possess a GED certificate. We
require sixty (60) college hours however, applicants with thirty
(30) college credit hours are eligible to'apply. Must be at least
19, and meet all other criteria of the current "Selection Standards
for Police Officer Positions" as set forth by the City of St.
Petersburg.

Selection Process: Personal History Questionnaire, polygraph,

Your Letters

vocational assessment/psychological evaluation, physical agility,
background investigation, medical exam and drug screen. Appli
cations will be received in the Employment Office, One Fourth

To

Street North, 4th Floor, Monday - Friday.
Preference in appointment will be extended to eligible veterans
andj in some instances, spouses' of eligible veterans. To receive
veteran's preference, documentation of status must be submitted
at time of application.

2500 M.L.
King St. S.
SL Pete.33705
—--

(727) 327-1935 or 323-4262

MEETS THE CONCEALED
CARRY REQUIREMENTS

727 540 9525
WWW.FULLBELLY.COM

INTERESTED APPLICANTS SHOULD CALL
823-4550 OR 824-2817.
Fully bonded and insured.

2500 Dr. M.L. King Street, St. Petersburg, FL 33705

FLORIDA CONCEALED
WEAPONS SAFETY CLASSES

nal activity, while assigned to a specific task or geographic area
on an assigned shift. Work is performed with considerable inde

Non Profit Organizations
We will design your
website **
FREE

Corporate/Private/Commercial
Armed & Unarmed Security Officers
Personal Body Guards
Building & Block Patrols
Armed Courier Service
Surveillance teams

Architects & Construction
Management
for
new
homes/room additions.

ATTENTION

sibility for the prevention, detection and investigation of crimi

Car Jack Alarms

1427 34th St S.

Providing Professional Security
Personnel At Your Service
Anytime Day Or Night

$30,073 - $45,443
NO CLOSING DATE

FOR INFORMATION ON

(727)323-5959

HIRING 50 LICENSED UNARMED
SECURITY GUARDS
Io work major sporting event in Tampa
from January 15th thru January 29,
2001. Pay starting at 7.50 per hr. to
12.00 per hr. Guards will work in 8 hr.
shifts.
INTERVIEWS WILL BE HELD FROM
NOW THRU JANUARY 10, 2001

POLICE OFFICER

Police work involving the protection of life and property through
the enforcement of laws and ordinances. Work involves respon

AUTO SECURITY
-N-.
SOUND

Walter's Security
Service

City of St. Petersburg

Is A Dangerous Problem

CALL ■■

ADVERTISE IT IN THE

E.O.E.

CITY OF
ST. PETERSBURG

$480 - $630

JOB OPPORTUNITIES!!!

I

" Our hope for creative living...lies in our ability to reestab
lish the moral ends of our lives in personal character and
social justice."
-Martin Luther King, Jk

$30.00 - Yearly • $15.00 - 6 Months
Name
Address,
City _

State

Zip Code

Aries

Phone
Is this a renewal?___ If so, who is your carrier?.

Due to the rising cost of printing,
Carrier Delivery will now be:
1 Year-$18.00
6 Months - $9.00
Make checks payable to:

JUecklu Challenger

You can find The Weekly Challenger
at the following locations:
IN TAMPA
• Big John Bar-B-Q on 40th Street
• Bar-B-Q King, Hillsborough Ave. & 34th St.
• Marrison Drugs, 34th Street
• Jackson Foods, 34th 'Street
• Cole Barber Shop, 3407 E. Buffalo- Avenue
• College Hill Drug, 22nd Street
• Lee Davis Center, 22nd Street
• Tampa Urbcftr League, Tampa Park Plaza
. • Bar-B-Q King on Main Street
• B-Beautiful Beauty Salon, 3222 34th Street
N., 248-5683
• Cicii/s Beauty Supply,-.2301 Hillsborough
Ave., 238-0351
• Manilla Lounge, 7th Avenue
• Grace's Lounge, Albany Avenue
,• Boogie's Lounge, Main St. & Howard Ave.
• Tampa Housing Offices, College Hill
• Howard's Barber Shop on Main Street
• Best Bros. Grocery & Deli, Howard Avenue& Chestnut Street
• Amoco Gas Station on Nebraska & 7th Street
• Orient Meats on Orient Road
• Continental IGA Food, 22nd Causeway Blvd.
• Kilbride Insurance on Nebraska
• Cicely's Beauty Supplies, Palm River Plaza •
• Rent Club, Palm River Plaza
• Pal's Pre-School, Palm River Plaza
• Tampa Hair on North Florida
Golden Comb on Main Street
• Johnnie's Barber Shop, Main Street
• 7-11, Temple'Terrace Highway
IN CLEARWATER
• Charle's Barbershop, 1405B N. Myrtle Ave.
• B&T Dept. Store, 1841 Highland Ave. N.

• A&4 Cafeteria, Greenwood and Carlton
• Delric's Seafood, 1616 N. Ft. Harrison Ave.
• Eva's Beauty Box, corner of Greenwood &
Carlton Street
• John's Barbershop, 1400 N. Greenwood
Ave.
• Nick's Econo Mart (S. Missouri Ave. &
Woodlawn)
• Ozzie's Palace of Beauty
• Grande Monde, 1841 Highland Ave N„ Suite 3
• Ebony .City, 1841 Highland Ave. N., Suite 1
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MVJ, 1409 N. Betty Lane
Wendy's Palace, 1411 N. Betty Lane
Evans Cosmeteria, 1706 N. Fort Harrison Ave.
Hairealistics, 1405A N. Myrtle Ave.'
C&C Hair Design, 702 Greenwood
Condon Gardens Housing Authority
MaccaBee's Restaurant & Lounge
Safehouse, N. Betty Lane
Ross Norton Recreation Center
Winn-Dixie, Highland Plaza
North Greenwood Library

IN LARGO
•Baskin Cleaner, 1317 Baskiin-Dr.
• Hair Is It, 11447 Ulmerton Rd.
• Helen Hair& Beauty Supplies, 11461
Ulmerton Rd. ,
• Baskin Cafe, Baskin Drive'
• Helm & Sons Cafe
• Rudy's Rib Shack
• Handy Corner Foods, 2325 1.19th St. N.
• Joe's Mobil Station, 11301 SW Ulmerton
Rd. & Ridge Rd.

March 21 to April 19

Wish upon a star this week,
Aries, and it just might come true,
thanks to Jupiter’s positive influence.
And expect to be blessed in the finan
cial arena: unexpected money news fills
your bank account after the 5th.

H

May 21 to June 21

Social opportunities abound
as Mercury delivers a steady stream of
pre-holiday invitations. On the financial
front, think twice before saying yes to a
get-rich-quick scheme. You’ll save
yourself money and heartache to boot.

Cancer
June 22 to July 22

The New Moon on the 7th
puts you in a fabulous mood, making
this the perfect time to plan a holiday
get-together. It'll be a success! What’s
more, love is in the air, so watch out for
a surprise romantic rendezvous.

20 Leo
July 23 to August 22

Buy that extra lottery ticket.
Leo, ’cause you’re about to be hit by a
super-big jolt of good fortune! Plus,
Mercury’s fine-tuning your innate ESP,
helping you to make some very smart
financial decisions.

Virgo

22
i August 23 toi September
Sept

While Venus infuses your
love life with a heady, romantic glow,
Saturn is painting you a very rosy fin
ancial picture indeed! So investigate
long-term investment strategies—
they’re your key to money success.'

September 23 to October 22

)four bargain-hunting skils hit
their peak this week, so now’s the time
to shop for holiday gifts. But leave time
for romance—with Venus in your comer,
you’ll need it! A decorating project will
turn your home into a holiday showplaoe.

Scorpio

April 20 to May 20

JG Gemini

SSkm

S

Taurus

You’ve been working hard
lately, but don’t worry—higher ups have
noticed. A raise or early bonus is com
ing your wav! At home, romance takes
the edge oft winter's chill as Venus fires
up your love and marriage zones.

33®

S Libra

October 23 to November 21

Valentine’s Day arrives ear
ly as your romantic life goes bn the up
swing. But to really wow him, update
>ur holiday wardrobe. With your knack
r finding bargains, you’ll have no trou
ble creating designer looks on the cheap!

S

Sagittarius
November 22 to December 21

Your birthmonth continues
to delight you as the planets work
together to bring you joy. Single Sagittarians will find love after the 7th, while
those who are married will turn up the
romantic volume with their mates.

V? Capricorn
4S
December 22 to January 19

Romance is yours for the
taking on the 9th and 10th—and the
Moon in your sign cooperates, sur
rounding you with an irresistible glow.
In money matters, the only choices you
make are great ones!

Aquarius
January 20 to February 18

A newfound assertiveness
impresses others and gives you a
competitive edge at work. In fact, you
could leapfrog ahead of your col
leagues as the powers that be are
made aware of your unique talents.

Pisces
February 19 to March 20

■'TL- Whew! With all that sea
sonal socializing you’ve been doing,
you’d better make sure that you’re get
ting enough rest—especially since
your romantic life will get turned up a
notch or two after the 5th!

20
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A New Year’s
Dream Come True

Unity Extravaganza Held At
OBC-------------------------- ;——

Cl TY

TAMPA - On Sunday,
December 31, 2000, the Al
Hamduallah Dawah Center
held a “Cultural Unity Extrav
aganza” at the Orange Blos
som Center with somewhat of
a traditional bringing in the

St. Pete's On The Ball
Super Bowl Week

year 2001.'
Several members of their
task force were responsible for
the success of the event that
drew a nice crowd from
| around the Bay area.

As Tampa Bay prepares to
host Super Bowl XXXV on
January 28th, St Petersburg
offers visitors and locals alike a
dazzling array of special

to the St. Petersburg Coliseum.
Road races, sailing regatta, dog

events during the two weeks

St Petersburg Events January 18 to February 3rd

challenges and park festivals
round out the line-up of enter
tainment in the Sunshine City.

surrounding the big game.
One highlight of the month

Marilyn Turman
CLEARWATER - As
many residents of the Pinellas

sons, she always knew that

County area began to make
new years resolutions and

Ms. Turman working in
close collaboration with con
tractor, Wright Builders Inc., of

ready themselves for the long
year ahead, a young mother of
two happily provided her fam
ily the warmth and comfort of
a beautiful new home. For
nearly ten years the dream of

God had the master plan.

Clearwater, Mortgage assis
tance afforded by South Trust
Bank and with the direction,
guidance and assistance of the
Clearwater
Neighborhood

all dreams “Home Owner
ship”, had rested foremost in
the mindset of Marilyn Tur
man and her family and was

Housing Services, Inc, is now
the proud owner of a magnifi

finally realized just before the
New Year calendar was turned

car garage dwelling that en
compasses 1,500 plus sq. ft

to 2001. What an accomplish

The new home is located in

ment this was.
Ms. Turman, an employee

what is deemed to be a promi
nent mini-subdivision on

with PSTA, in her glee states
that there were many ups and

Kings Highway in North
Clearwater. Several other fam

bedrooms, two baths and a two

downs but that all the while,

ilies will eventually be joining

her logic dictated that every
thing happens for a reason and

Ms. Turman as neighbors in
the upcoming months, as they

that even though she could not

too will fulfill their dream of all

see nor understand those rea

dreams “Home Ownership”.

TAMPA-Since 1984, the

tion rate close to 80% with
MDF graduates averaging

provided an avenue to ensure

completion in five years and

that educational advancement
is possible for individuals who

two months. The National

are historically underrepresent
ed in higher education. The

SuperBowl Saturday, January
27th, as St Petersburg’s down
town museums, galleries and
arts venues opeti their doors

at Tropicana Reid, with in

with discounts, special activi
ties and exhibitions - a festive
art tour of one of the south

water displays at the Vinoy
Resort Marina. 1-888-234-

east’s finest cultural cities.
Throughout the month, the

expo.com.
Jan. 19: Mikie Finn in
Concert at the Palladium The

“Super Bowl of Boat Shows”

7770 or www.tampabayboat-

ater, 253 Rfth Avenue North,

Tampa Bay ThunderDawgs,
makes its debut at the Bayfront

2pm. 822-3590.
Jan. 19: Jubilant Sykes,

Center with several home
games, while “the Super Bowl

Sacred Music USA’s 1996

phy winners take a spin at the
roulette wheel for a charity
casino night A block party will
rock Central Avenue, and

Vocalist of the Year presents a
celebration of American
music, program includes
music of Gershwin, Cole
Porter, and American spiritu
als. Mahaffey Theater, 400 1st
Street South, 8pm. 892-5767.

championship boxing comes

Eat Combos During This Season With These Specials!
COMBO #1

to We failure of life.
It is unwise to be too busy
with the affairs of others that

1 Big Red Double Cheese
1 Lg. Fries • 1 Lg. Soda
$4.99

Mixed 50$ extra - White 50$ extra

. Add 50$ for Bacon

we cannot take care of our

COMBO #3

own.
To be always calculating

1 Little Red Cheeseburger
1 Sm. Fries
1 Lg. Soda
$2.99

1 Big Red Burger
1 Sm. Fries • 1 Med. Soda
$2.99

Add 50$ for Bacon

Cheese 25$ extra - 7 7 a.m. - 2 p.m.

The failure of reason leads

Antiques Roadshow
"St. Louis, Missouri”

BURGER BUSTER MEGA
DEAL - COMBO #2

3 Pcs. Dark Chicken
1 Sm. Okra or Fries
1 Lg. Soda
$3.99

HIRES

Research Council reports die
national average for doctoral
degree completion at seven

Super Bowl XXXV
Jan. 18 to 21: Tampa Bay
Boat & Sports Expo. The

of Boat Shows” comes to
Tropicana Fteld. Heisman Tro

McKnight Doctoral
Fellowship Application
Deadline Nearing----------Florida Education Fund has

will be “Arts on the Ball” on

American Basketball Associa
tion’s new franchise, the

cent home comprised of three

Held in conjunction with

LUNCH SPECIAL
COMBO #4

tive programs and non-tradi-

years and two months.
The MDF Program serves

tional approach to enhancing

as a national model for creative

educational achievements has

approaches to balancing ac

TAMPA - Antiques Road

woman who spent her rent

material history of the country,

been demonstrated across var

cess, equity and excellence in

show is ready to take viewers

money on a set of wooden

whether those objects are new

ADD 50# for SHAKES on All Combos

ious levels of academia, but

higher education. The Pro

on another emotional roller

has been particularly success
ful in assisting minority stu

gram has increased the nation
al pool of African-American

coaster ride when the fifth sea

puppets 20 years ago discovers
they’re
worth
$10,000-

dents in obtaining post-gradu

Gizzards For Your Choice Of Finger Foods,
Hot Wings To Spice-Up Your Life.

ate degrees.
Designed to increase the

impact of the FED’s innova

something noble is the sign of
a well formed character.

Ph.D. graduates, thereby in

son of the series premiers on
WEDU Monday, Jan. 8th at

delighted with human hair

or old.”
.
For the 2001 season,
Antiques Roadshow spent the
summer of 2000 on the road,

creasing the opportunity for

8pm. The lineup includes 17

jewelry, awed by a letter from

making stops in St. Louis,

diversifying college and uni

new programs with hundreds

versity faculty. The fact that

PH.D’s to diversity college and

these graduates have complet

of trademark Roadshow
moments - when experts

Ulysses S. Grant, and, troth to
tell, start to gloat as soon s the

MO.; Charleston, SC; Austin,

pool of African-American

word “refinished” enters the

university faculty, the McK

ed the Ph.D. in fields of study

night Doctoral Fellowship
i(MDF) Program stands at the

1

$15,000. The faithful are

conversation.

where African Americans

unlock the mysteries surround
ing family heirlooms, yard sale

The season marks the

WI; Tulsa, OK; Las Vegas,
NV; Sacramento, CA; and
Boston, MA. Episodes filmed

have been most underrepre

bargains and trash-pile plun

debut of new series host Dan

in Las Vegas, Sacramento and

pinnacle of the core principles

sented is also worthy of note.

der.

Elias, an art dealer in Boston,

Boston will air beginning fall

motivating the FEE Monday,

The areas showing the greatest

Fans are fascinated when

MA., who finds his work on

2001.

January 15,2001, is die dead

level of impact include Busi
ness, Computer Science, Eng

an Antiques Roadshow ap
praiser holds up a barnacle-

Roadshow a logical extension
of his day job. “Even though

lish, Engineering, Health Sci

encrusted Roman amphora

my background is in contem

ence, Life Science and Psy
chology.

nearly 2,000 years old. They

porary art, not antiques, I’m

wax nostalgic over a poster

very interested in the stories

If you are interested in

advertising a 1965 Rolling
Stones concert and thrill as a

objects have to tell - the things

line for submission of all com
pleted applications to the FEF
, for students seeking Fall 2001
admission into a doctoral pro
gram.
Each year, up to 25 fellow
ships are awarded to students.

receiving more information
on, or applying for, the McK

From inception, the Program
has granted fellowships to

night Doctoral Fellowship,

more than 395 students. Fel

MDF Program Coordinator, at
(813)272-2772.

lowships are valued at approx
imately $17,000 per year in
stipends, tuition and fees at one
of the 10 participating institu
tions of higher learning in the
state of Florida. The Program
reports an astonishing reten

contact Charles E. Jackson, the

Get The Chicken Of Your Choice At The Price You Like.

TX; Denver, CO; Madison,
All specials end at 11 P.M. except where otherwise stated. No substitutions on any specials.

"WHERE YOUR DOLLARS MAKE SENSE"

1701 16th Street South
St. Petersburg
Open 10:30 am untiI 3 am in the mornin
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REV. MOTHER SUPERIOR WILLIAMS
Ordained Psychic Christian Reader & Adviser

people leave behind them, the

HAVE YOU BEEN HOODOOED?
ARE YOU SICK IN ANY PART OF YOUR BODY?

SAM'S BEAUTY SALON

Rev. Mother Superior Williams has God Given Power to help you

3600 - 18th Avenue South
St. Petersburg, FL
(727) 322-0024 • C£il (727) 542-2189

overcome your problems no matter how big or small.
She will tell you just what you want to know about friends, ene
mies or rivals; Whether husband, wife or sweetheart is true or

WE WELCOME
YOUR
LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR

★ ★ ★ ★

★

Pretty Feet by T®ffW

false; How to gain the love you most desire; Control or influence
the action of anyone, even though miles away. Tell you of lucky

$1.00 OFF

numbers. She has helped thousands through all walks of life. She

Monday - Wednesday
^w/coupon • Appointment Necessary^

TERRIBLE CREDIT OK

0-3% Down
New Programs Avail.

Choose your own home!
Call ALEX "AC" COLE
ANYTIME!
727-773-0505 EXT. 2813
Se habla espanol

will advise on love, marriage, business, health, divorces, lawsuits,

PEDICURE

luck, alcoholics, happiness, spells, success and evil influences of
all kinds. Tells who your friends and enemies are. Guarantees to
remove all evil and bad luck! WHY SUFFER when you can be
7 was having bad luck, mis

erable and it seemed like

Ask for Tony
20 years experience in Hair Care
as Barber and Beautician

everything was against
me.Just a few visits to Rev.
Mother Superior Williams
and now I'm doing fine with
a good home and good man

T°r the

EPiofs.s.sionaf d?axe

who loves me.
■ Hillary Williams

SAM'S BEAUTY SALON

helped and freed from all your troubles?

Don't fail to call or write to her today.
Send Self-Addressed Envelope

Rev. Mother Superior Williams
3716 W. Horatio, Tampa, FL 33609

(813) 874-5581

